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Chapter 1. Preface 

1.1 Introduction  

Since ancient times, the progress of human civilization has been accompanied with 

the development of material science, which is the basic of material civilization. Also, 

material science is a symbol of era development. For example, the Stone Age, Bronze 

Age, and Iron Age which are defined by different kinds of representative materials are 

well known. Up to this day, with the progress of materials science and technology, 

many new categories of materials like metallic materials, inorganic nonmetallic 

materials, polymer materials are developed and applied in various fields. For 

structural uses, these materials are mostly fabricated into dense materials and voids 

inside the structural materials are considered as flaws which result in low strength and 

fracture. However, natural materials like animal bones and woods which have cellular 

structure inside also exist as structural materials [1-1]. Thus, the concept of ―Porous 

Material‖ was proposed formally decades ago, and materials with cellular structure 

are defined as porous materials normally. Because of the cellular structure, many 

unique characteristics which could not be found in dense materials have been created, 

and then bring us many advantages and a variety of emerging applications.  

  Among various porous materials, the ones made of metals are defined as Porous 

Metals, Metallic Foams, or Metal Sponges [1-2]. Comparing with dense metals, the 

strengths of porous metals is lower but more lightweight. The apparent density of 

porous metals can be fabricated lower than pure water (density of porous aluminum 

with porosities higher than 96% is below 1.0 Mg/m
3
) so that porous metals are able to 

be applied as ultra-light materials. Due to these unique properties, porous metals can 

be applied to automobile industry to realize lightweight, and then realize energy 

conservation and emission reduction. Also, porous metals could be applied in 

electrochemical field and thermal management because of the ideal electrical 

conductivity and thermal conductivity, which are superior to those of other categories 

of porous materials. Moreover, porous metals also possess a number of other physical 

properties such as high specific stiffness, capillarity, impact energy absorption and 

flow permeability, which indicate a broader range of applications in future [1-3-1.5]. 

For example, porous metals have been utilized as the anode wicks of Direct Methanol 

Fuel Cell for increasing the working performance because of the strong capillary force, 

good permeability, and the superior electrical conductivity comparing to other porous 

materials [1-30]. 

Fig.1-1 shows image of the typical porous metal of porous aluminum. As 

aforementioned, metallic metals with cellular structure are defined as porous metals, 

which have a number of unique properties that dense metallic materials don‘t possess. 

Because of metallic matrix, porous metals also possess higher strength, better 

resistance to thermal shock than other categories of porous material.  
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1.2 Applications of porous metals 

The applications of porous metals are involved in a variety of fields, including 

filtration and separation, energy absorption, electrochemistry, distribution and control 

of fluid, catalysts, heat exchange, constructions, biomedicine, electromagnetic 

shielding and so on [1-27]. As known, metallic materials are usually utilized as 

structural materials because of the good mechanical properties such as high specific 

stiffness, thermal-shock resistance. On the other hand, porous materials are generally 

utilized as functional materials because of the high specific surface area and good 

permeability derived from the cell structures. Due to the combination of metallic 

material and porous material, commonly porous metals are both functional and 

structural, which is considered as the reason of widespread application prospects of 

porous metals. In particular, the applications depend not only on the material 

properties of matrix materials but more on the porous structures. For example, porous 

metals can be applied to the filters or loop heat pipe (LHP) wicks because of the 

excellent permeability, which is highly affected by porous structure of 

interconnectivity and porosity.  

In foamed and sintered materials, the shape of pores is usually nearly isotropic and 

spherical, while the shape in lotus and Gasar-type porous materials is anisotropic and 

long cylindrical [1-6]. Lotus and Gassar-type porous metals are usually prepared by 

Fig.1-1 Image of typical porous Al [1-44]. 
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the mold casting method, which is based on the difference of gas solubility between 

molten and solidified metals. Gas solubility in both molten and solidified metals 

varies depending on the temperature, and it commonly decreases with lowering the 

temperature. Typically, gas solubility has an abrupt decrease when temperature drops 

down to the melting point, which indicates that anisotropic pores derived from 

insoluble gas can be easily generated through the unidirectional solidification. 

However, the pores generated by mold casting method are usually isolated and 

disconnected. It is suggested that the porous metals with Lotus and Gassar-type pores 

are not appropriate for functional uses in fields of catalytic, thermal management or 

electrochemical because of the low permeability.  

Pores inside materials have a variety of shapes and can be divided into open-cell 

structure and closed-cell structure according to the shape of the pores. Closed pores 

are surrounded by the walls of solid material, and they are separated from each other. 

On the other hand, open pores are connected to each other by the support from matrix 

materials [1-41]. The structure with pores which are not connected to the external is 

defined as closed-cell structure (Fig.1-2(a)), and structure with connecting pores to 

the external is defined as open-cell structure (Fig.1-2(b)) [1-42]. The porous structures 

highly affect the characteristics of porous metals and determine the applications of 

porous metals. For example, porous metals with closed-cell structure exhibit good 

mechanical properties like impact energy absorption and specific stiffness, and can be 

used as vibration-absorptive materials, sound insulation materials, shock absorbing 

materials (Fig.1-3(a)) and so on. On the other hand, the ones with open-cell structure 

exhibit great gas/ liquid permeability, and can be used as wicks of Loop Heat Pipe 

(LHP), catalysts or anode materials of fuel cells (Fig. 1-3(b)-(d)). 

 

 

 

As for the Loop Heat Pipe, it is considered as a prominent cooling device which has 

Fig.1-2 Images of (a) closed-cell structure and (b) open-cell structure [1-45]. 
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a high effective and efficient thermal transport capability [1-7, 1.8]. On the other hand, 

thermal management has been a popular subject over recent decades due to the 

extensive applications of semiconductor apparatus like power amplifier, MPU 

(microprocessor unit), and LED (light-emitting diode) [1-9]. Not surprisingly, intense 

researches on optimization of Loop Heat Pipe for superior thermal management have 

begun. In the Loop Heat Pipe, the porous wick inside evaporator provides the 

circulation of working fluid with the necessary fluid channels and driving force. 

Therefore, the heat transport capability of Loop heat pipe depends heavily on the 

porous wicks. Sintered metal wicks have been used for rising thermal performance 

successfully [1-9], but the flow permeability of the sintered metal wicks is still low 

because of the small size of pores which may cause pressure drop or non-ideal 

interconnectivity of pores inside the sintered metal wicks [1-10]. Hence, the technique 

of fabricating open-cell porous metal with controllable pore shape and good 

interconnectivity is the key to facilitate the development of Loop Heat Pipe. 

  In addition to LHP, applications on filter/ catalytic and anode materials have also 

attracted intense research over recent years.  

With proposing higher and higher request on environmental quality, people started 

to attach more and more importance to environment protection. Especially, the 

emission standard of motors has been constantly raised all over the world. In motor 

vehicle exhaust, serious environmental pollutants such as Hydrocarbon (HC), Carbon 

Monoxide (CO), Nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate matters (PM) abound, which 

seriously affect human health. Hence, a high-performance tail gas treating units 

attached on motor vehicles are necessary for purifying exhaust gas. As known, the 

core components of tail gas treating unit are the catalysts (for oxidizing HC, CO, NOx 

and so on) and filtering materials (for collecting PMs). Due to the unique sieve-like 

cell structures, porous materials have been investigated and applied as 

high-performance filters extensively [1-34-36]. On the other hand, by combining the 

porous framework with catalytic active material, the porous filter could also be made 

into a catalytic carrier which can significantly enhance the catalytic performance. The 

Tanaka Co., LTD developed the innovative oxidation catalysts for volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs) with a honeycomb porous metal (Fig.1-3(c)). As shown in the 

section schematic diagram of Fig.1-3(c), the matrix material of framework is Fe-Cr-Al 

alloy and catalytic active material is attached on the metal matrix by the wash-coat 

layer, which indicates the reactivating and recycling of this filter. Comparing with 

ceramic honeycomb porous materials, the wash layer supporting the catalytic 

materials is thinner which indicates a higher catalytic activity. Hence, we can infer 

that porous material is playing a more and more crucial role in tail gas treating units. 

It is also noted that permeability and pore morphologies are two keys for filtering & 

catalytic applications, so permeability and optimal pore morphologies need to be 

investigated. 

  Besides the environmental issues, energy issues have attracted the most attention 

and concerned us all today. With the depletion of traditional energy sources and 

request of environmental quality, clean energy will gradually replace the traditional 

energy like petroleum and coal. As an emerging energy, electric energy has been 
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utilized in various fields including home appliances, motor vehicles and so on. As a 

means of power supply, fuel cell possesses a high efficiency of power supply and 

environmental protection property because of the high capacity density and zero 

discharge of pollutants. Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) has a high capacity 

density for supporting a wide range of low power and portable applications. In 

particular, DMFC has easier storage and transport, lower manufacturing cost, more 

stable in contact with acidic membranes, higher energy density, lower theoretical 

electro-oxidation potential (E°) than those of hydrogen cell [1-29-32]. Hence, as a 

representative, we are going to introduce the semi-passive DMFC here (Fig.1-3(d)). It 

is noted that methanol delivery in semi-passive DMFC is performed by the capillary 

force derived from porous wick inside anode site. The reactions on anode and cathode 

are: 

 

                 Anode:  CH3OH +H2O   CO2 + 6H++ 6e-              (1) 

                 Cathode:   6H
+
+ 6e

-
+1.5O2   3H2O                (2) 

 

Then we obtain the overall reaction: 

 

                       CH3OH+ 1.5O2   CO2 + 2H2O                   (3)  

 

In semi-passive DMFC, electrons are released in the anode and then transferred to the 

cathode via an external circuit, while the released hydrogen ions penetrate through the 

membrane directly to the cathode. And, only CO2 and 2H2O are produced during the 

entire process. However, it is reported that CO2 gas might gather in the catalyst layer 

to hinder the reaction process, which decrease the performance of DMFC seriously 

[1-33]. Therefore, an anode that CO2 gas can easily penetrate through towards outside 

is expected simultaneously. Porous metals possess not only electrical conductivity but 

also flow permeability of work liquid and gas, so the generated CO2 in anode might 

be released to the external environment by utilizing porous-metal anodes in the future. 

However, we need to optimize the permeability and control porous structure before 

realize this application.  

  From what have been introduced above, we confirmed one thing that permeability 

and porous structure control play the most crucial roles in functional applications of 

porous metals. 
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1.3 Fabrications of open-cell porous metals 

The most apparent distinction between closed-cell and open-cell porous structure is 

the flow permeability which only open-cell porous metals possess. Because of this 

characteristic, open-cell porous metals are capable for a number of functional uses, 

Fig.1-3 Images of applications on (a) shock absorption, (b) heat transport, (c) catalytic 

carrier, and (d) parts of fuel cell electrode. 
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such as filtration, catalysis and heat transport. It is suggested that the performance of 

open porous metals on functional applications could be enhanced by increasing flow 

permeability. In addition, the uniformity within the pore size, shape and porosity can 

lead to superior applications properties [1-11], so techniques of fabricating highly 

ordered open-cell porous metal have also become crucial over recent years. In other 

word, methods of fabricating open-cell porous metals with high flow permeability and 

uniform porous structure are expected. In this section, several common methods for 

fabricating open-cell porous metals are introduced. 

In the beginning of fabricating porous metal, sintering method like powder 

sintering method (Fig. 1-4) and fiber sintering method (Fig. 1-5) was mainly used. 

The procedures of powder sintering and fiber sintering are nearly identical. First, raw 

metallic powder or metallic fiber is prepared. Next, prepared metallic fiber or metallic 

powder is felted or molded. Depending on the requirements of porosity and strength, 

the process of molding or felting could be pressurized or pressureless. The precursor 

with desired aspect is heat treated by sintering in the last step. The pores generated by 

powder sintering method or fiber sintering method are derived from the voids inside 

precursors, so the applied pressure during the process could affect the porosity. 

Multiple types of material migration are involved during sintering process, including 

the initial combination (caused by bonding), growth of sintering neck (caused by mass 

transfer) and shrinkage of pores/ coarsening of cell walls (caused by mass transfer) 

from the perspective of pores variation. Moreover, in order to obtain highly porous 

metals with powder sintering method, some researchers attempted to add the 

pore-forming materials which could be decomposed during sintering process and 

successfully obtained the porous metals with porosity over 80%.  

 

 
Fig. 1-4 Schematic of powder sintering procedure. 
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Figure 1-6 shows the schematic of slurry method procedure. Slurry of foaming 

agent and metallic powder is made first, then foaming process is carried out which 

consumes the foaming agent. Subsequently, solidify and intensify the foaming slurry 

by drying or freezing. The last step is heat treatment of sintering precursor to intensify 

the bonding strength between metallic particles [1-12]. Foaming agents like Liquefied 

Petroleum Gas (LPG), Pentane or Hexane are commonly used. Also, mechanical 

foaming can be used instead of using foaming agent in the foaming process. Due to 

the surface tension of slurry, metallic particles shift from cell face to cell edge when 

bubbles evolve during foaming process, which results in an open-cell porous structure. 

Commonly, we can obtain highly porous metals (over 90%) with good 

interconnectivity by the slurry method.  

Figure 1-7 illustrates the schematic of investment cast method procedure. First, a 

polyurethane foam with reticulated structure is selected, and then embedding of the 

plaster mold is carried out by infusing plaster slurry into polyurethane foam. It is 

noted that the used plaster is water-soluble and able to withstand the high temperature 

of molten metal under tapping and vibrating [1-13]. Subsequently, dry and bake the 

mold to decompose the polyurethane foam so that we could obtain the plaster mold 

for casting molten metal. Solidification of the molten metal is conducted by cooling 

after filling into the plaster mold with molten metal. The last step is removal of the 

plaster framework by water, and then the metal foam which replicates the cell 

structure of polyurethane foam is left. Comparing with slurry method, investment cast 

method is relatively easier to control cell structure roughly through selecting a 

polyurethane foam with desired cell structure.  

Fig. 1-5 Schematic of fiber sintering procedure. 
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Fig.1-6 Schematic of slurry method procedure. 

Fig.1-7 Schematic of investment cast procedure. 

http://www.ergaerospace.com/project-gallery.htm 
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  Nevertheless, the procedures of above two methods are not simple and efficient 

enough to meet the need of today's mass production. Therefore, the spacer method 

which possesses not only simple and efficient procedure but also precise 

controllability has attracted much attention recently. The process of spacer method is 

illustrated schematically in Fig. 1-8. First step is the selection of space-holder 

materials, which can be decomposed during sintering or removed by water after 

sintering. Then powder mixture of metallic powder and space holder is prepared to be 

followed by molding the precursor. After that, heat treatment is carried out to obtain 

an as-sintered sample. The last step is removal of space-holder if it has not been 

decomposed during heat treatment. The shape and volume of the pores are in 

accordance with the added space holder, so that porous structures like size, shape or 

porosity could be controlled precisely and simply by spacer method [1-14-1.15].  

 

 

 

 

1.4 Comparison of several fabricating methods  

The relative density and pore size of various fabricating methods is shown in Fig. 

1-9, and the comparison of several methods of fabricating open-cell porous metals is 

shown in Table 1-1. Many limitations on pore size and porosity exist in each method 

of fabricating open-porous metals (Fig. 1-9), which also indicates the limitations on 

practical applications. Open-cell porous structure could be achieved in all the five 

methods of powder sintering, fiber sintering, slurry method, investment cast and 

spacer method. Both of powder sintering and fiber sintering possess simple 

procedures which are appropriate for mass productions, and both slurry method and 

investment cast provide us a highly porous structure (≥80%) which contributes to 

flow permeability. In stark contrast, porosity could be adjusted by the addition of 

space holder in the case of spacer method, which can make a precise control on 

porosity or pore size to acquire highly porous structure. Also, simple and efficient 

fabrication procedure which powder sintering and fiber sintering possess, could be 

Fig.1-8 Schematic of spacer method procedure. 
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achieved in the case of spacer method.  

Comparing with spacer method, slurry method and investment cast exhibit more 

complicated fabrication process and the difficulty on controlling porous structure 

precisely. Moreover, products produced by investment cast usually show a low 

strength and low thermostability due to extremely high porosity and low melting point 

of embedded metal. As for conventional powder sintering and fiber sintering, the 

control of porous structure is still limited. Therefore, spacer method has become the 

more ideal and suitable candidate for manufacturing open-cell porous metal than other 

aforementioned methods. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1-9 Relative densities and pore size of various fabricating methods  

[1-3, 1-12, 1-13, 1-26, 1-43]. 
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However, there is also a demerit in spacer method which needs to be improved. 

That is the distinctly lower flow permeability of products fabricated by spacer method. 

Figure 1-10 shows the flow permeability of porous metals as a function of relative 

density. The flow permeability K in Fig. 1-10 was normalized by the square of mean 

equivalent circle diameter d of pores. The data of porous metal fabricated by spacer 

method and general open-cell metal foams are respectively from the previous 

researches of Hakamada et al. [1-16] and Despois et al. [1-17]. From this figure we 

mainly obtained the following two pieces of information: the flow permeability 

decreases with increasing relative density of porous metal, and permeability of spacer 

method is distinctly lower than that of other general methods in the same relative 

density.  

  The first information we got from Fig. 1-10 could be explained by the correlation 

between porosity and relative density. In the case of single-phase material, porosity 

decreases with increasing relative density. Pores inside porous metal provide the flow 

passages which promote higher flow permeability, indicating that high porosity may 

generate more flow passages. Taken together, relative density increases with 

decreasing of flow passages, thereby decreasing the flow permeability. In addition, the 

pressure loss (P/L) of laminar flow flowing through solid particle packed bed with L 

in thickness is expressed by the following Kozeny-Carman‘s equation [1-38-40]. 

 

 
3

2

2

p

2

s

0 1180



 






D

V

L

P
, (4) 

 

where  is the viscosity, V0 is the superficial velocity, Dp is the equivalent sphere 

diameter of the particles,s is the sphericity of the particles in the packed bed and  is 

the porosity. From the Kozeny-Carman‘s equation, we can infer that porous structures 

such as pore size and porosity highly affect the permeability as well.  
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  The second information we obtained from Fig. 1-10 is correlated with the spacer 

method. Reason for the low permeability of porous metal fabricated by spacer method 

is considered as the poor contact and connection between pores. Typical morphologies 

of pores derived from space holder method are shown in Fig.1-11. The dark gray area 

and light gray area represent the pores derived from space holders and the metallic 

cell walls respectively, and the positions marked by red arrows indicate the size of 

actual contact areas between pores. The contacts between the pores replicated from 

space holders are random and uncontrollable, suggesting that contact areas between 

pores are usually lower than the sectional areas of pores (Fig.1-11). In other word, the 

effective flow passages are relatively narrow than pores, and not able to penetrate 

through materials ideally. As a result, the output flow decreases comparing to input 

flow. Especially, due to the characteristic of forming pores by spacer method, flow 

passages are not able to penetrate through materials to improve flow permeability 

only by increasing porosity. Hence, improving the flow permeability of porous metal 

prepared by spacer method became our subject in this research, in turn, facilitating the 

capabilities on various functional applications significantly. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1-10 Permeability of general open-cell foams and porous metals fabricated by 

space holder method. 
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1.5 Strategy of this study 

The lack of effective flow passages is considered as the reason of low permeability 

of porous metal, which is fabricated by spacer method. Therefore, increasing effective 

flow passages to improve flow permeability became the basic strategy of this study. 

  T.Kimata et. al enhanced densification of combustion synthesized Ni–Al 

intermetallic compound by addition of Si [1-18]. That is because voids usually exist in 

the Ni-Al intermetallic compounds prepared by combustion synthesis reaction. The 

typical sectional images of scanning electron microscope (SEM) of Ni-Al as-sintered 

samples are shown in Fig. 1-12. There were a number of gaps (dark contrasted area) 

generated by combustion synthesis remaining in the microstructures of the Ni-Al 

intermetallic compound. And also the gaps are interconnected both in images (a) and 

(b). It is suggested that open-cell pores are generated during the process of 

combustion synthesis reaction. Because of this, many researchers fabricated porous 

metal with utilizing combustion synthesis reaction successfully [1-19- 1.21].  

 

Fig.1-11 Morphologies of the pores inside typical porous Al fabricated by spacer 

method. 
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Moreover, Intermetallic compounds exhibit excellent properties such as high melt 

point, high specific strength, corrosion and oxidation resistance at high temperature 

compared with ceramic and metal materials, so porous intermetallic compounds can 

be used as high impact energy absorption materials in many fields such as auto 

industry, aerospace industry and so on [1-22-1.24]. Due to these great properties, 

intermetallic compounds have been considered as innovation materials which attract 

much more attention among various structural and functional materials currently. 

Thus, fabrication methods of intermetallic compounds have been very important and 

also become a focus. Among various fabrication methods, combustion synthesis is the 

most popular one because of low cost, simple procedure and high production 

efficiency. In combustion synthesis, the exothermal character of redox chemical 

reaction is actively utilized to synthesize useful materials [1-25], and over 500 

categories of composite materials composed of ceramics and intermetallic compounds 

can be obtained.     

   Taken together, our strategy for improving permeability could be described as a 

combination of spacer method and combustion synthesis reaction. Figure 1-13 

illustrates our strategy schematically. Spacer method is utilized to generate highly 

controllable pores. On the other hand, combustion synthesis reaction is utilized to 

generate pores in the cell walls of the pores derived from space holders so that pores 

derived from space holders could be connected by the pores generated by combustion 

synthesis reaction. Thereby, contact among the pores derived from space method 

could be increased and more effective flow passages could be generated. 

 

Fig.1-12 SEM images of the Ni -Al powder compacts heated at (a) 670 ◦C, Ni–30 

wt% Al, (b) 670 ◦C, Ni–14wt%Al [1- 28]. 
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1.6 Purpose of this study 

In order to achieve a precise control of porous structure to meet the needs of 

various functional uses, simple and efficient spacer method is selected in this research. 

Also, there is still a demerit of low flow permeability in spacer method, which has 

been the biggest barrier of coming into use for spacer method. Therefore, we 

attempted to combine the spacer method and combustion synthesis reaction for 

improving the flow permeability of products fabricated by spacer method. 

  As aforementioned in previous section, combustion synthesis reaction could 

generate interconnected gaps inside metallic walls, which may contribute to increase 

the contact between pores derived from spacer method. The gaps inside the metallic 

walls by combustion synthesis reaction would promote the permeability of the walls 

to increase the real contact area between pores derived by space holders, thereby 

increasing the flow passages to improve the overall flow permeability of porous 

metals. Figure 1-14 shows the phantom drawings of the bi-modal porous materials, 

and ratios between small pore (in cell walls) and large pore (between cell walls) sizes 

(d/D) are 1/5 (a), 1/2 (b), 1/10 (c) [1-10]. The permeability of these above three 

porous structures were also investigated, pore size ratio of 1/5 (a) exhibited the 

highest flow permeability. It is suggesting that the ratio of small pore (derived from 

synthesis reaction) and large pore (derived from spacer) sizes also affect the flow 

Fig.1-13 Strategy of obtaining bi-modal open-cell pore structure in this research. 
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permeability distinctly. Therefore, for increasing the flow permeability, not only 

fabricating porous metal by combination of combustion synthesis reaction and spacer 

method but also investigating the optimal porous structure (size, porosity) pores 

derived from reaction is crucial. As known, before we figure out the optimal porous 

structure of pores derived from combustion synthesis reaction we have to investigate 

the effects of porous structure first, thereby controlling the porous structure. The 

previous studies on formation mechanism of pores derived from combustion synthesis 

reaction were still limited, so it is also going to be investigated in this study. Hence, 

our purpose of this study is summarized as follow: 

We want to develop an innovative porous metal with preconceived hierarchical 

porous structure by the method of combination of spacer method and combustion 

synthesis reaction. The significantly higher flow permeability and high mechanical 

property of the innovative porous metal are expected in this research. Finally, by 

investigating the effects on porous structure we can achieve the control of porous 

structure of pores derived from combustion synthesis reaction, so that the optimal 

porous structure for functional applications like Loop Heat Pipe could be found in the 

future.  

And, we have the following four specific steps to achieve the purpose: 

(1) Developing the porous intermetallic compounds with two kind of pores derived 

from spacer method and combustion synthesis reaction respectively; 

(2) Investigating the effects on porous structures of pores derived from combustion 

synthesis reaction; 

(3) Investigating the mechanical properties of the products, making sure the capability 

of practical applications; 

(4) Investigating the flow permeability of our products, making sure the significant 

increasing of flow permeability is achieved. 

 

 

Fig.1-14 Schematic of the bi-modal porous structure with large-scale and 

small-scale pores [1-10]. 
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Chapter2. Development of fabrication of bi-porous 

Ni-Al 

2.1, Introduction  

  In several fields such as filtration and separation, energy absorption, 

electrochemistry, distribution and control of fluid, catalysts, heat exchange, 

constructions, biomedicine, electromagnetic shielding, porous materials are playing 

more and more important roles over these years. Especially, porous metals also 

possess the unique characteristics of high thermal conductivity, high electrical 

conductivity, high thermal-shock resistance, and high mechanical properties.  

  Intense researches of porous metals on various applications such as Loop Heat Pipe 

[2-1, 2-2, 2-3], catalytic/ filter [2-4, 2-5], anode materials of direct methanol fuel cell 

(DMFC) [2-6, 2-7, 2-8] have been conducted. In the case of LHP, porous materials are 

used as the wicks inside evaporators, which are considered as the core components of 

LHP. And porous metals are attracting more and more attention due to the ideal 

mechanical properties and relatively high melting point. In the case of particulate 

filter, porous materials not only work as particulate filters but also can work as 

catalyst carriers, which is able to enhance the performance of filters such as tail gas 

treating unit or factory emission treating plant. Moreover, because of high thermal 

conductivity and good mechanical properties at high temperatures, porous metals 

have been the most attractive options for filters. As for the DMFC, porous material is 

also playing an important role because of the capillary force which can supply the 

liquid methanol without extra device. Besides, porous metals possessing high 

electronic conductivity and high mechanical strength also might be used as current 

collectors in anodes in the future. It is noted that all the functional applications of 

porous metals introduced above have a common request on flow permeability which 

decides the performance of the porous component, because higher flow permeability 

results in a higher working performance commonly. 

  Several common fabricating methods of open-cell porous metals have been 

introduced in previous chapter. By powder sintering and fiber sintering method, 

open-cell porous metals could be fabricated in simple and efficient procedures, which 

indicate a capability in mass productions. But the porosity of porous metals made by 

powder sintering is relatively low and precise control of porous structure is hard to 

achieve by these two methods. By slurry method and investment cast method, highly 

porous metals (over 90%) with good interconnectivity could be obtained [2-9, 2-10]. 

But the permeability of porous metals made by slurry method and the control of 

porous structure of the two methods are not ideal. As for spacer method, the most 

striking difference between other methods is that precise and simple control of porous 

structure like pore size or porosity can be achieved only by spacer method [2-11, 

2-12]. Structure controllability indicates the scope of applications objectively because 
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optimal porous structures vary with changing applications or applying conditions. 

However, spacer method also has a demerit of low permeability, which is considered 

as one of the biggest barriers to functional applications like wicks of LHP, filters or 

anode materials of DMFC. Therefore, there is no fabricating method which enables 

both high permeability and high porous-structure controllability by far. In order to 

enable both high permeability and high porous-structure controllability, we expect to 

improve the fabricating technique of spacer method to endow a higher permeability.  

  On the other hand, previous study revealed that Ni-Al intermetallic compounds 

made by combustion synthesis reaction possess a number of open pores in cell walls 

[2-13]. Inspired by this result, we plan to increase the interconnectivity of pores 

derived from spacer holders by generating open pores in cell walls of the pores, 

thereby enhance the permeability of materials. Moreover, due to a higher melting 

point and stiffness than other pure metallic materials, intermetallic compounds have 

become the extremely attractive matrix materials of porous metals these years [2-14, 

2-15, 2-16]. Therefore, combustion synthesis reaction between Ni and Al is adopted in 

this study.  

  In order to meet the request of more widespread applications, we combined spacer 

method with combustion synthesis reaction to develop an innovative fabrication 

technique for improving porous-structure controllability and permeability of porous 

metals concurrently. In this study, we selected the Ni-Al intermetallic compounds as 

the matrix materials. All the possible constituting phases of sintered products during 

the combustion synthesis reaction between Ni and Al can be inferred from the 

following possible reaction equations in the case of Al/Ni=1/1 [2-17]: 

 

         Ni + Al = NiAl                          (1) 

 

Ni + Al =  
1

3
NiAl3 + 

2

3
Ni                     (2) 

 

Ni + Al =  
1

3
Ni2Al3 + 

1

3
Ni                     (3) 

 

Ni + Al =  
1

3
Ni3Al + 

2

3
Al                        (4) 

 

From above equations, we can infer that NiAl (B2), NiAl3 (D020), Ni2Al3 (D513), 

Ni3Al (L12) as well as Ni and Al are the possible constituting phases in final products. 

Though NiAl is the most possible and easy Ni-Al intermetallic compound to obtain by 

combustion synthesis due to the lowest Gibbs free energy of formation [2-17], 

single-phase NiAl without other impurities is still difficult to prepare. Since 

single-phase structure might contribute to enhancing strength and decreasing 

brittleness of products, preparing single-phase Ni-Al intermetallic compound has 

become one of the goals in this study. Therefore, we tried to fabricate the porous 
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Ni-Al intermetallic compound with single phase, by controlling the sintering 

parameter of sintering temperature.    

2.2 Experimental method 

2.2.1 Fabricating and analyzing methods  

In this process, Al powders (purity of 99.99%, size under 2 μm), Ni powders (purity 

of 99%, size under 1 μm), and NaCl space-holder powders (purity of 99.99%, size 

within 30–50 μm) were utilized as the raw powders. The space-holder powders (NaCl) 

were blended with the Al powders and Ni powders using an automatic mixer, so that 

the volume fractions of NaCl (VNaCl) in raw mixture were 0% and 60%. In view of the 

equilibrium phase diagram of the Ni-Al binary system presented by Okamoto [2-18], 

the Al and Ni powders were blended in an atomic ratio of 1:1 to turn NiAl with a B2 

crystal structure into the final product of Ni-Al combustion synthesis reaction (Fig. 

2-1). Then filled the mixed raw mixture of Ni, Al and NaCl in a graphite mold (inner 

diameter of 10 mm, outer diameter of 20 mm, and height of 50 mm) and 

pre-compressed by a pressure of 100 MPa at an ambient temperature to prepare a 

cylindrical precursor with a diameter of 10 mm and height of 5 mm. The precursor 

was heated by electric current sintering in vacuum (lower than 20 Pa) at a constant 

compressive pressure (5 MPa). And the temperature was measured by a thermocouple 

inserted into the wall of graphite mold at a depth of 2 mm (Fig. 2-2). The temperature 

was raised at a rate of 0.5℃/s and held at 450℃, 550℃, 600℃, and 650℃ 

respectively. The sintering time was set in 300 s, 1800 s, and 10800 s respectively. 

After sintering, the samples were cooled in furnace to the ambient temperature. The 

specimens were soaked in pure water for 24 h to remove the NaCl space holder for the 

formation of pores, which were replicated from space-holder Na 

 

In order to prove the necessity of combustion synthesis reaction, porous pure Al 

which was considered as a control sample was also prepared by the same process in 

this study. The VNaCl was set at 60%. The electric current sintering with a constant 

pressure of 5 MPa was performed with a setting temperature of 550 
o
C for 300 s, 

followed by furnace cooling and removal of the space-holder NaCl by pure water as 

described above.  

  At last the removal rate of space-holder NaCl was estimated to make sure that the 

NaCl was totally removed. Removal rate of space-holder NaCl (Z) can be calculated 

by a follow equation: 

 

𝑍 =
𝑀′−𝑀

𝑀NaCl
                     (5) 

 

where M', M, MNaCl are the mass before NaCl removal, after NaCl removal, and the 

mass of NaCl in the precursor respectively. 
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Subsequently, the constituting phase was observed by scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) and measured by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron back-scattered 

diffraction (EBSD). The crystal structure of each intermetallic compound is shown in 

Fig. 2-3, and utilized for the EBSD measurement. At last, the sectional image analysis 

was performed to estimate porosity and size of small pores derived from combustion 

synthesis reaction between Ni and Al. 

Moreover, the temperature history of samples during sintering was also investigated, 

so that we can acquire the relationship between temperatures of graphite mold and 

sample in this research. 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2-1. Equilibrium phase diagram of the Ni-Al binary system. 
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NiAl (B2) 

NiAl3 (D020) 

Ni2Al
3
 (D5

13
)  

Ni  

Al 

Ni
3
Al (L1

2
) 

Fig. 2-3 Crystal structures of NiAl, Ni
3
Al, NiAl

3
, Ni

2
Al

3 
[2-26]. 
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2.2.2 Surface treatments   

Before analyzing the microstructure and constituting phases of samples, necessary 

surface treatments were carried out. First, we soaked samples in an uncured epoxy 

resin and then cured the epoxy resin for 24 h. After curing the resin, the samples were 

polished by SiC abrasive papers (#320, 800, 1200, and 2400) and diamond slurries (9 

μm and 3 μm), using an automatic polisher. The polished samples possessed a 

light-reflecting smooth plane on the surface. Subsequently, final polishing with 0.02 

μm alumna particles was performed. Then JSM-6610A scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were used to analyze the morphologies of pores 

and constituting phases. In the case of electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD), an 

extra polishing procedure of argon polishing (24 h) is essential for obtaining a finer 

plane of grain boundary.  

 

2.2.3 Evaluation of pore size and porosity  

Porosity and pore size of small pores derived from combustion synthesis reaction 

were estimated by sectional image analysis as mentioned in Chapter 1. By this method, 

porosity in the cell walls, mean pore size (mean equivalent circle diameter) and size 

distribution (distribution of mean equivalent circle diameter) can be obtained. 

  On the other hand, porosity and pore size of large pores replicated from 

space-holder NaCl virtually inherit the volume fraction and size of NaCl. Therefore, 

the porosity of large pores can be estimated by the follow equation: 

 

 
NaClsample

NaCl
NaCl




V

m


                   (6)

 

where NaCl is the porosity of large pores derived from NaCl, ρNaCl is the true density 

of d NaCl, Vsample is the bulk volume of the sample, and mNaCl is the mass of NaCl 

powder used. Combining with the porosity of NaCl, the porosity of small pores can be 

expressed as follow: 

 

)1( NaCl  csc                         (7) 

where c is the porosity of small pores derived from reaction, and cs is the porosity in 

cell walls of small pores derived from reaction which is measured by image analysis. 

The total porosity of fabricated porous Ni-Al intermetallic compound can be 

estimated as follow: 

 

                        N a C l  ct o t a l                      (8) 
 

Where total and is the total porosity. Method of measuring the porosity in cell walls 

and pore size of small pores derived by reaction were carried out by utilizing sectional 

image analysis as mentioned before, with image processing software. Figure 2-4 
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shows the mechanism of measuring the pore size and porosity by using image 

processing software. Black area and gray area represent soaked resin and metallic cell 

wall respectively, and green area represent image analyzed area. The resin penetrated 

into the pores inside porous materials, so the black area and gray area could be 

considered as the ―pore zone‖ and ―cell wall zone‖. The green area includes ―pore 

zone‖ and ―cell wall zone‖, and then porosity can be estimated by combining the 

follow equation: 

 

                               𝜀 =
𝑆𝑝

𝑠𝑝+𝑠𝑐
                       (9) 

 

Where Sc represents the sectional area of cell wall zone, and Sp is the sectional area of 

pore zone. On this basis，Image J (image processing software) was utilized for the 

measurement of pore size like mean equivalent circle diameter and the size 

distribution by the calculation and statistics of spacing. The porosity of large pores 

and small pores and total porosity could be calculated by equations aforementioned. 

Thus, calculation method and sectional image analysis were combined to estimate 

the porosity and pore size in this study. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-4 Method of measuring pore size and porosity by using image processing 

software. 
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2.3 Results  

2.3.1 Ignition temperature of combustion synthesis reaction 

  During sintering process, temperature of graphite mold and samples were measured 

by the inserted thermocouple and the shrinkage condition of samples was also 

monitored by measuring the displacement of graphite punch (Fig. 2-2). Typical 

changes of temperature and displacement of the graphite punch (a) and Ni-Al sample 

(b) during sintering process are shown in Fig. 2-5. In this graph, positive displacement 

was defined as the direction which the graphite mold compressed towards. A small 

peak was presented at 500℃, where the displacement rose sharply to form a clear 

peak both in Fig. 2-5 (a) and (b). It is suggesting that temperatures of graphite mold 

and sample are extremely close, and can be considered as approximately the same. As 

a result, the temperature measured in the graphite mold wall could represent the true 

temperature of sample during sintering process. The temperature rose and sharp 

shrinkage of sample indicated that the combustion synthesis reaction between Al and 

Ni occurred at around 500℃ [2-20]. And the XRD profiles of the Ni-Al samples 

sintered at 450℃, 500℃, 550℃, 600℃ shown in Fig. 2-6 also reveal the ignition 

temperature of 500℃, because the products of intermetallic compounds were formed 

from the temperature of 500℃.  

 

 

 

Fig. 2-5 Typical changes of temperature and displacements of (a) 

graphite punch and (b) Ni-Al sample during sintering process. 
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2.3.2 Combination of spacer method and combustion synthesis 

reaction 

Fig. 2-7 shows the morphologies of these raw powders and the appearance of 

representative sintered specimen heated at 650℃ for 300 s. Al particles presented a 

spherical shape and Ni powders presented a cubic shape as well as NaCl particles. 

The sintered sample shows a cylindrical aspect which is replicated from the shape of 

graphite mold. 

  SEM images of the microstructures of the Ni-Al samples (VNaCl = 60% and 0%, 

sintering at 650℃ for 300 s) and contrast material of porous Al are presented in Fig. 

2-8. The regions of light contrast represent the metallic walls and the regions of dark 

contrast represent the cured epoxy resin which infiltrated the pores. Large pores 

derived from NaCl were observed in both pure Al and Ni-Al sample (VNaCl = 60%) 

from the low-magnification SEIs. The shape of these large pores inherited the shape 

of the NaCl particles virtually. The cell wall of the porous Al was dense and small 

pores were not observed. And, in the cell wall of the Ni-Al sample, small pores in the 

Fig. 2-6 XRD profiles of the Ni-Al samples sintered at 450℃, 500℃, 550℃, 

600℃ and 650℃ for 300 s (V
NaCl 

= 60%). 
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scale of several micrometers existed. However, Ni-Al sample (VNaCl = 0%) shows 

neither large pores derived from NaCl particles nor small pores derived from 

combustion synthesis reaction between Ni and Al. Therefore, the combination of 

spacer method and combustion synthesis reaction was essential to form small pores in 

cell walls. Moreover, it is noted here that the pure Ni sample were not able to be 

prepared by spacer method because Ni has a high melting point (1455℃) and the 

sintering could not proceed at the temperature below the melting point of NaCl 

(801℃). 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-7 Morphologies of raw powders (Al, Ni, NaCl), and the appearance of 

representative sintered specimen. 
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2.3.3 Effects of sintering parameters  

Figure 2-9 shows the size distribution of large pores derived from NaCl particles (a) 

and pores formed by combustion synthesis reaction (b). From this result, we 

understood the pore size distribution of large pores is almost the same with the 

particle size distribution of NaCl, and the pore size was mostly distributed below 50 

μm. And the pore size distribution of small pores derived from combustion synthesis 

reaction was mostly distributed below 2.5μm. In the case that NaCl volume fraction is 

60%, the parameters of porous structure are shown in Table 2-1. The volume fraction 

of small pores in cell wall and total porosity reach 32% and 68.56% respectively. The 

mean size of small pores is 0.42μm and the mean size of large pores is 42.18μm, 

which is distributed in the range of used NaCl particle size.  

 

 

 
   

Fig. 2-9 Size distributions of large pores derived from NaCl particles (a) and 

pores formed by combustion synthesis reaction (b). 
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Fig. 2-10 shows the SEM images of the cell wall of the porous Ni-Al sample (VNaCl 

= 60%) held at various sintering temperatures for 300 s. At 450℃, which is below the 

ignition temperature (around 500℃), only the unreacted Ni particles with light 

contrast and unreacted Al particles with dark contrast were observed. At the 

temperature from 500℃ to 600℃, due to the occurrence of reaction, unreacted Ni 

was not observed. In particular, different contrasts of multiple phases including 

various Ni-Al intermetallic compounds were observed. At the temperature of 650℃, 

only one contrast were observed in the metallic cell wall. The constituting phases of 

porous Ni-Al samples were also detected by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and shown in 

Fig. 2-6. The diffraction peaks of Al (fcc) and Ni (fcc) were detected at 450℃, and 

diffraction peaks of l Ni-Al intermetallic compounds including NiAl (B2), Ni3Al (L12), 

and Ni2Al3 (D513) were detected at the range of 500℃–600℃ . However, at 

650℃,only the diffraction peaks of NiAl (B2) were detected. The superlattice lines 

corresponding to the ordered B2 crystal structure of NiAl are clearly observed in this 

XRD profile. From results of Fig 2-10 and Fig 2-6, we understood that the sintering 

temperature have to be raised up above 650℃ to promote sintering process for 

obtaining single-phase porous NiAl with an ordered B2 crystal structure. However, 

from the EBSD analysis of Ni-Al sample (Fig. 2-11), we found that there were still a 

small amount of other phases remain, which indicated that absolute single-phase 

samples are difficult to prepare in practice. 

Variations of mean small pore size and porosity of small pores in cell walls with 

increasing sintering temperatures are shown in Fig. 2-12. Basically, small pores 

generated from 500℃, which is considered as the ignition temperature of combustion 

synthesis reaction. Therefore, the porosity of small pores at 450 ℃ was nearly 0%. 

On the other hand, both the porosity and mean size of small pores in cell walls 

drastically increased when sintering temperature reached 500 ℃ , which also 

indicated the start of combustion synthesis reaction between Ni and Al. From 500 ℃ 

Table 2-1. Parameters of porous Ni-Al compound with NaCl volume fraction of 

60% (Ni:Al=1:1). 
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to 650 ℃, both the porosity in cell walls and the pore size kept generally consistent 

with only a minor decreasing. We also investigated the effects of sintering time on 

porosity in cell walls and mean circle equivalent pore diameter (Fig. 2-13). There 

were no obvious changes both in porosity and mean size when we extended the 

sintering time from 300s to 10800s.   

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-10 The metallic cell walls of the Ni-Al samples sintered at 450℃, 500℃

550℃, 600℃, and 650℃ for 300 s (V
NaCl

 = 60%). 
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Fig. 2-11 EBSD analysis of Ni-Al samples sintered at 650℃ for 300 s (V
NaCl 

= 

60%). 
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Fig. 2-12 Changes of the pore size and porosity in metallic cell wall at various 

sintering temperatures with NaCl volume fraction of 60% when Ni:Al=1:1. 

Fig. 2-13 Effects of sintering time on porosity in cell walls and mean circle 

equivalent pore diameter in the case of Ni:Al=1:1, V
NaCl

=60%. 
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2.4 Discussion 

Dr. Hibino claimed that the combustion synthesis reaction of a Ni-Al system begins 

from the melting of Al or eutectic melting between Al and Ni [2-19]. Thus, one of the 

hypotheses is that the temperature of sample reached the eutectic melting temperature 

(640℃) or the melting point of Al (660℃) when the temperature measured by the 

thermocouple was 500℃. Another viewpoint is that the combustion synthesis reaction 

between Ni and Al can be induced below 600 ℃ by the solid diffusion of solid Ni 

and Al powders [2-21, 2-22]. The mechanism of the combustion synthesis reaction 

between Al and Ti to synthesize TiAl was investigated in previous study [2-23]. At the 

beginning of the reaction between Al and Ti, melting of Al is involved. Subsequently, 

the molten Al infiltrates into the gaps among the Ti particles, and then the Al atoms 

diffuse into the Ti particles to start the reaction. The generated reaction heat ignites 

the further reaction between Al and Ti to form intermetallic compounds such as TiAl3 

and TiAl. Finally, the liquid Al phase is exhausted to form Ti-Al intermetallic 

compounds. In the case of the Ni-Al system, a similar process is also reported [2-24]. 

However, in this present study we realized the low-temperature fabrication of 

Ni-Al intermetallic compounds by pressurized electric current sintering. The 

occurrence of combustion synthesis was measured at approximately 500℃, which is 

much lower than the melting point of Al (660℃). Therefore, the viewpoint that the 

combustion synthesis reaction between Ni and Al can be induced below 600℃ by the 

solid diffusion of solid Ni and Al powders [2-21, 2-22] was considered as the 

mechanism of the Ni-Al combustion synthesis reaction in this study. This is because 

the constant pressure during sintering promoted the diffusion of Al and Ni particles, 

so that the reaction was ignited at a relatively lower temperature than the melting 

point of Al (660℃) or the eutectic melting temperature (640℃). Also, the low ignition 

temperature of Ni-Al combustion synthesis reaction could be explained from the 

perspective of melting point. The equilibrium phase diagram (Fig. 2-14) and 

metastable phase diagrams (Fig. 2-15) of Ni-Al binary system were calculated by 

CALPHAD method for further discussion on the ignition temperature. The eutectic 

melting temperature of Al is about 640℃ in equilibrium (Fig. 2-14), but this value 

decreases significantly in metastable state (Fig. 2-15). As shown in Fig. 2-15, the 

eutectic melting temperature of A1 phase (Al) drops to about 550℃ in the case of 

three-phase equilibrium (Liquid,B2 And A1), and the melting temperature of A1 

phase (Al) could even drop below 100℃ in the case of two-phase equilibrium 

(Liquid And A1). It is suggesting that the melting of Al might happen below 600℃ in 

practice of this study, resulting in a lower ignition temperature (below 600℃) of 

Ni-Al combustion synthesis reaction.   
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Fig. 2-14 Equilibrium phase diagram of Ni-Al binary system. 

 (The thermodynamic Gibbs energy parameters are available from [I. Ansara, N. 

Dupin, H. L. Lukas and B. Sundman, ‗Thermodynamic assessment of the Al-Ni 

system‘, J. alloys and compounds, 247 (1997), 20-30.]) 

(b) 

Fig. 2-15 Metastable phase diagrams of Ni-Al binary system: (a) Phase equilibria 

among three phases (Liquid, B2 and A1); (b) Phase equilibria between two 

phases (Liquid and A1). 

(a) 
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When the sintering temperature was 650 ℃, the reaction was completed and the 

single- phase NiAl was obtained by sintering for 300 s. However, the reaction did not 

finish when the sintering temperature was below 650 ℃. This is because higher 

temperature provides the energy to overcome the barrier, so that promote the progress 

of the reaction between Ni and Al. As a result, the combustion synthesis reaction 

between Ni and Al did not propagate and finish in low temperature. Moreover, 

sintering time has no effects on the morphologies of small pores derived from reaction. 

That is because the formed Ni-Al intermetallic compounds have much higher melting 

points (Ni3Al: 1395℃ , NiAl: 1639℃ , NiAl3: 854℃ ) than 650 ℃ , so pores 

surrounded by Ni-Al intermetallic compounds can be maintained well to the end. 

In this research, the temperature of reaction was considered to be influenced by 

three factors: adiabatic temperature (Tad, assuming that 100% conversion of final 

products), actual percent conversion of final products, and heat dissipation to outside. 

In the process of combustion synthesis reaction, temperature of sample rises from 

initial temperature to ignition temperature to start reaction, and the temperature of 

sample rises from ignition temperature to highest combustion temperature because of 

the exothermal energy derived from combustion synthesis. The highest combustion 

temperature is equal to adiabatic temperature by assuming that the released heat from 

combustion synthesis reaction is used only for raising sample temperature without 

heat dissipation. Adiabatic temperature has important significance on exothermal 

reaction, especially on combustion synthesis reaction. That‘s because adiabatic 

temperature highly affects the status of products if it‘s higher than the melting point of 

products. We calculated adiabatic temperature, we assume that enthalpy change does 

not exist (ΔH= 0), which means all the released heat including actual heat loss is used 

for raising temperature of products. The adiabatic temperature (Tad) of Ni-Al 

combustion synthesis reaction and the theoretical liquidus molar fraction were 

calculated in Fig. 2-16. The thermodynamic parameters used for the calculation have 

been described by Bari [2-25]. In a strict sense, during the reaction progress various 

Ni-Al compounds like NiAl, Ni3Al and Ni2Al3 were formed, although only formation 

of final product is considered in each Ni:Al molar ratio here for simplicity. The molar 

fraction of the liquidus phase decreases curvilinearly within the VNaCl range from 0 to 

46.7% as shown in Fig 2-16 (a). This is because the volume fraction is used instead of 

the molar fraction of NaCl on the horizontal axis. As shown in Fig 2-16 (b), Tad 

decreased with increasing VNaCl because the reaction heat is absorbed by space-holder 

NaCl. When VNaCl is in the range of 0-46.7%, Tad becomes constant due to the latent 

heat derived from the melting of NiAl. Most of the NiAl phase formed by the 

combustion synthesis reaction melts to form Ni-Al liquid in the case of no NaCl 

addition (VNaCl = 0%). Thus, the small pores disappear during the pressurized sintering. 

When VNaCl is above 46.7%, the entire NiAl phase does not melt, and the size of small 

pores tended to be constant when VNaCl was larger than 46.7%. Figure 2-17 shows the 

XRD profiles of the Ni-Al samples with NaCl of 60 vol% and 0 vol% sintered around 

500℃ (right after reaction). The combustion synthesis reaction was adequately 

promoted in the case of VNaCl = 0% and only the peaks of NiAl were observed, which 

indicated that the true temperature in the case of VNaCl = 0% was higher than that in 
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the case of VNaCl = 60%. Thus, in order to form small pores in cell walls, it is essential 

to add NaCl into raw mixture for avoiding melting the products. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-16 Changes in the (a) mole fraction of liquidus NiAl and (b) adiabatic 

combustion temperature as a function of the volume fraction of NaCl. 
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2.5 Summary 

We successfully developed a simple and rapid process of fabricating porous Ni-Al 

intermetallic compounds with hierarchical porous structures by combining the 

combustion synthesis reaction and the space holder method. We also revealed that 

space-holder NaCl is not only used for forming large pores derived from NaCl, but 

also essential for forming small pores derived from reaction. Fabricated NiAl had 

large pores replicated from space-holder NaCl particles, and small pores derived from 

combustion synthesis reaction between Ni and Al in the range of 2.5 micrometers and 

below. The control of the sintering temperature and time (650 °C, holding for 300 s) 

permits the formation of dominate-phase NiAl in the case of VNaCl= 60%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2-17 XRD profiles of the Ni-Al samples with NaCl of 60 vol% and 0 vol% 

sintered around 500℃ (right after reaction). 
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Chapter 3. Investigation of effects on porous 

structure and constituting phases  

3.1 Introduction 

  Porous structures have a range of effects on various properties and applications of 

porous materials. For example, Chan Byon et al. [3-1] reported that utilizing a 

hierarchical porous structure could enhance the capillary performance of porous 

media, and Christopher M. A. Parlett et al. [3-2] optimized the catalytic applications 

of porous materials by utilizing hierarchical porous structure on catalytic applications. 

Also, remarkable effects of porous structure on compressive properties are reported 

[3-3, 3-4].  

Porous structures include a number of aspects such as porosity, size distribution and 

pore morphologies, which affect the mechanical properties, specific surface area, flow 

permeability and so on. In the application of LHP, high permeability and capillary 

force of porous wicks are achieved by suitable porous structure. In the case of filter 

application, people filter impurities by fabricating porous materials with required pore 

size. In terms of catalysis, we enhance the catalytic efficiency by increasing the 

specific surface area for more contact area with catalyst. Therefore, control of porous 

structures is the key factor for practical applications of porous materials. 

  In previous chapter, we combined spacer method and combustion synthesis reaction 

to fabricate porous metals. As known, in the case of spacer method, porous structure 

such as porosity, pore size distribution and pore morphologies could be precisely 

controlled by adjusting the addition of space-holder material. Hence, controlling the 

porous structure of small pores generated by combustion synthesis reaction has 

become our main subject in this study. Parameters of mixing powder including Ni:Al 

molar ratio and NaCl volume fraction were mainly investigated. Ni:Al molar ratio in 

raw powders were set in 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3 for representing Ni-rich state, equilibrium 

state, Al-rich state respectively. Moreover, recording to the equilibrium phase diagram 

of the Ni-Al binary system shown in Chapter 2, the final products are inferred to be 

Ni3Al, NiAl and NiAl3 respectively corresponding to the Ni:Al molar ratios of 3:1, 

1:1 and 1:3 [3-5]. Effects of volume fraction of space holder (NaCl) in raw powders 

which absorb reaction heat were also investigated. We expect to acquire the strategy 

of controlling porous structure by investigating the effects on porous structure of 

pores derived from combustion synthesis reaction in this study. 
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3.2 Experimental method 

3.2.1 Fabrication and evaluation  

  Porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds were fabricated by the process introduced 

in last chapter, and the flowchart of this process is shown in Fig.3-1. First, the volume 

fractions of NaCl (VNaCl) in raw mixture were prepared in 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% 

respectively for investigating the effects of NaCl on porous structure of small pores 

derived by reaction. Then, the Ni and Al powders were blended in an atomic ratio of 

3:1, 1:1 and 1:3 for further investigating the effects of Ni:Al molar ratio on porous 

structure of small pores derived by reaction. After sintering, the samples were cooled 

in furnace to ambient temperature. Then, the specimens were soaked in static pure 

water for 24 h to remove the NaCl space holder for the formation of large pores, 

which were replicated from space-holder NaCl. After removing the NaCl particles, 

surface treatment was performed for microstructure evaluation. Subsequently, the 

porous structure was observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and the 

constituting phase was evaluated and measured by X-ray diffraction (XRD) operating 

at 40 kV and 40 mA with a Cu-K radiation source. Also, the sectional image analysis 

introduced in last chapter was performed to estimate porosity in cell walls, mean pore 

size, and size distribution.  

 

 
Fig. 3-1 Process of fabricating porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds. 
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3.2.2 Volume fraction of constituting phases 

  In order to evaluate the volume fraction of constituting phases right after the 

combustion synthesis reaction occurred, the XRD profiles of the samples sintered at 

500°C were analyzed by the Reference Intensity Ratio (RIR) method. It is noted that 

the mass fraction of constituting phases could be estimated directly by RIR method, 

and then the volume fraction could be calculated according to the density of various 

phases. 

  Here we utilize the parameter K to represent the reference intensity ratio of 

materials, and the K can be expressed by follow equation: 

 

𝐾 = 𝐼/𝐼c                       (1) 

 

Where I is the intensity of the diffraction of the specified phase, and Ic is the intensity 

of the diffraction of contrast phase, which has the equal mass to that of specified 

phase. Usually, the K value is known and able to be queried from references. If 

multiple phases exist in some material, the correlation of diffraction intensity between 

any two phases (phase 1 and phase 2) could be expressed below: 

 

𝐼1

𝐼2
=

𝐾1

𝐾2
× 𝑤12                   (2) 

 

Where w12 is the mass ratio of phase 1 and phase 2. By this equation, mass ratio of 

each component inside material could be calculated directly, thereby mass fractions of 

each phases could be estimated. In this study, we aimed at estimating the overall 

volume change of materials by the RIR method. 

 

 

 

3.3 Results  

3.3.1 The effects of space-holder addition  

From the results of previous chapter, we understood that NaCl has effects on 

combustion synthesis reaction because of the heat absorption. Thus, the small pores 

derived from the combustion synthesis reaction are certainly thought to be affected by 

space-holder NaCl. In this part, effects of NaCl on small pores were concretely 

investigated from the additive amount of NaCl.  

Porous Ni-Al samples with NaCl volume fractions of 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% 

were prepared in Ni:Al molar ratio of 1:1 first. Figure 3-2 presents the 
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micromorphologies of porous Ni-Al intermetallic compound with Ni:Al molar ratio of 

1:1 in various NaCl volume fractions (20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%), and shows the 

small pores in the metallic wall derived from reaction surrounding large pores derived 

from NaCl space holder. Darkest contrast shows epoxy resin infiltrated into pores. 

Epoxy resin was perfectly infiltrated into small pores derived from combustion 

synthesis reaction between Ni and Al, which indicates that all the small pores 

connected each other. From the SEM images, it is obvious that amount of large pores 

(porosity) was increasing with increasing NaCl volume fraction. Also, small pores had 

a changing tendency on size with changing NaCl volume fraction. Small pores on the 

cell wall decreased on size with increasing the NaCl volume fraction in the case of 

Ni:Al=1:1. The XRD profiles are presented in Fig. 3-3. When NaCl volume fraction 

(VNaCl) was ranging from 0% to 60%, single-phase porous NiAl samples were formed. 

However, the phases of the Ni3Al and Ni2Al3 were also detected, which indicated that 

reaction could not be completed by sintering at 650℃ for 300 s when NaCl volume 

fraction was 80%. In other words, heat absorption by space-holder NaCl actually 

affects the combustion synthesis reaction, and large amount of space-holder NaCl 

(VNaCl = 80%) might result in the reaction insufficiency. The results of chapter 2 is 

suggesting that porous structure of small pores derived from combustion synthesis 

reaction is not changed by extending sintering time to obtain single-phase product. 

However, the constituting phases was affected by sintering time when we used the 

same way to investigate the formation of single-phase porous Ni-Al sample in the 

case of VNaCl=80%. Ni-Al samples (Ni:Al=1:1) with NaCl volume fraction of 80% 

were prepared by sintering at 650℃ for 300 s, 1800 s and 10800 s respectively. And 

the XRD profiles are presented in Fig. 3-4. From Fig. 3-4, we understood that extents 

of combustion synthesis reaction can be promoted effectively by extending sintering 

time to 10800 s to obtain single-phase final products. Therefore, conditions of heat 

treatment were set in 650℃ for 10800 s in the research. 

  Moreover, the removal rate of NaCl space holder was investigated. Figure 3-5 

presents change in removal ratio of NaCl as a function of the volume fraction of NaCl 

in Ni+Al+NaCl powder mixture when Ni:Al molar ratio was 1:1. When the volume 

fraction of NaCl was in the range of 40% and above, NaCl space holder could be 

completely removed, which indicates that large pores derived from NaCl connected 

each other. On the other hand, When the volume fraction of NaCl was 20%, NaCl 

could not be completely removed because NaCl particles was partially isolated and 

could not contact with water. In order to obtain open-cell structure, NaCl needs to be 

added over 40%. 
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Fig. 3-3 XRD profiles of the samples sintered at 650℃ for 300 s with different 

NaCl volume fractions. 

Fig. 3-4 XRD profiles of the samples sintered at 650℃ for various sintering 

times (V
NaCl 

= 80%). 
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3.3.2 The effects of Ni:Al molar ratio 

3.3.2.1 The effects of sintering time 

Fig. 3-6 presents the typical changes of temperature displacement of the graphite 

punch measured by the thermocouple and the displacement of the graphite punch 

during heating process in the case of Ni:Al=1:3 and Ni:Al=3:1. In this graph, positive 

displacement (shrinkage of sample) was defined as the direction which the graphite 

mold compressed towards. A small peak of temperature was presented at around 500℃ 

where the displacement rose to form a sharp peak in the case of Ni:Al=3:1, which 

resemble the sintering process of Ni:Al=1:1 mentioned in previous chapter. The 

shrinkage of sample indicated that the combustion synthesis reaction between Al and 

Ni occurred at around 500℃ in all the molar ratios of Ni:Al (Ni:Al=1:1, 1:3, 3:1). 

However, the steep rise of temperature was not obvious and shrinkage was relatively 

gradual in the case of Ni:Al=1:3. Figures 3-7 and 3-8 shows the morphologies of the 

small pores in metallic cell walls and the large pores derived from NaCl respectively 

with NaCl volume ranging from 20 to 80% in different cases of Ni:Al molar ratio. 

Ni:Al ratio: 1:1 

Sintering temp.: 650℃ 

Sintering time: 10800 s 

 

Fig. 3-5 Change in removal ratio of NaCl as a function of the volume fraction of 

NaCl in Ni+Al+NaCl powder mixture when Ni:Al molar ratio was 1:1. 
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Darkest contrast shows epoxy resin infiltrated into pores. Epoxy resin was perfectly 

infiltrated into small pores derived from combustion synthesis reaction between Ni 

and Al, which indicates that all the small pores were connected well with each other. 

When Ni:Al molar ratio was 3:1, the amount and morphologies of the small pores 

seemed not to change much depending on the volume fraction of NaCl. When Ni:Al 

molar ratio was 1:3, the amount and size small pores seems to increase with 

increasing NaCl. Moreover, in the case of Ni:Al=1:1, the size of small pores 

apparently decreased with increasing the amount of NaCl (results of last chapter). On 

the other hand, pores generated by space-holder NaCl particles increases apparently 

with increasing NaCl volume fraction in all three cases of Ni:Al molar ratio. 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3-6 Typical changes of temperature displacement of the graphite punch in 

cases of (a) Ni:Al =1:3 and (b) Ni:Al =3:1. 
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  The constituting phases of porous Ni-Al samples in the cases of Ni:Al=1:3 and 

Ni:Al=3:1 were detected by X-ray diffraction (XRD). XRD profiles of porous Ni-Al 

samples in the cases of Ni:Al=3:1 are shown in Fig. 3-9. The diffraction peaks of 

Ni3Al (L12)), NiAl (B2) and Ni (fcc) were detected at the sintering time of 300 s and 

1800 s. However, at the sintering time of 10800 s, only the diffraction peaks of Ni3Al 

(L12)) were detected. Figure 3-10 shows the XRD profiles of porous Ni-Al samples in 

the cases of Ni:Al=1:3. Unlike the case of Ni:Al=3:1, single-phase porous NiAl3 could 

not be obtained by extending sintering time, and the constituting phase of Ni2Al3 

(D513) and NiAl3 (D020) did not change with extending sintering time from 300 s to 

10800 s from the XRD profiles. Figure 3-11 indicates size distribution of small pores 

in metallic cell walls of Ni-Al compound with different sintering time of 300 s, 1800 s 

and 10800 s. Porous Ni-Al compounds with sintering time of 300 s, 1800 s and 10800 

s have almost the same size distribution of small pores, which indicates the same 

average size. In the histogram, frequency is almost in the range of <4.0 µm. Therefore, 

the same result with chapter 2 that sintering time has no effects on porous structure of 

small pores derived from combustion synthesis reaction is acquired. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-9 XRD profiles of the Ni-Al samples sintered at 650℃ for 300 s, 1800 s 

and 10800 s in the case of Ni:Al=3:1 (V
NaCl 

= 60%). 
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Fig. 3-10 XRD profiles of the Ni-Al samples sintered at 650℃ for 300 s, 1800 s 

and 10800 s in the case of Ni:Al=1:3 (V
NaCl 

= 60%). 

Fig. 3-11 Size distribution of small pores in cell walls with the sintering time of 

300 s, 1800 s and 10800 s. 
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3.3.2.2 The effects of Ni:Al ratio on porous structure 

 Fig. 3-12 and 3-14 show the size distribution of small pores in metallic cell walls 

derived from the combustion synthesis reaction and large pores derived from NaCl 

particles of porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds with different molar ratios of 

Ni:Al=3:1, 1:1, 1:3. And Average size of small pores and large pores of porous Ni-Al 

intermetallic compounds with different molar ratios are shown in Fig. 3-13 and 3-15. 

The average size and size distributions of large pores are almost the same in any 

porous Ni-Al compound because the large pores replicate the morphologies of NaCl 

space holders (30-50 µm). Porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds with Ni:Al=1:3 and 

3:1 have almost the same size distribution of small pores, which results in the almost 

the same average size. In the histogram of Ni:Al=1:3, frequency of <1.0 µm is smaller 

and frequency of >2.0 µm is larger than in the histogram of Ni:Al=3:1 and 1:1. As a 

result, average size in the sample of Ni:Al=1:3 is relatively large. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-12 Size distributions of small pores in cell walls with various Ni:Al molar 

ratios of 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1. 
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Fig. 3-13 Mean pore size of small pores in various Ni:Al molar ratios. 

Fig. 3-14 Size distributions of large pores derived from NaCl with various Ni:Al 

molar ratios of 1:3, 1:1 and 3:1. 
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  Figures 3-16 presents the change in the porosity and size of small pores with the 

volume fraction of NaCl. When Ni:Al molar ratio was 3:1, both the porosity and size 

were almost constant and independent of the volume fraction of NaCl. In the case of 

Ni:Al=1:1, the porosity had a variation but no trend depending on the amount of NaCl. 

The pore size decreased with increasing the NaCl volume fraction. In particular, the 

size decreased drastically from 40% to 60%. When the Ni:Al molar ratio was 1:3, 

both the porosity and size increased monotonically with increasing the volume 

fraction of NaCl. Thus, NaCl affected not only large pores but also the small pores. It 

is interesting that the trend of change in porous structure like porosity and pore size 

with the amount of NaCl was different depending on the Ni:Al molar ratio.  

  Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show the porosity of large pores in overall samples and small 

pores in the cell wall respectively. It is noted that this porosity of small pores is not a 

volume fraction of small pores in the overall sample but a volume fraction of small 

pores in the portion excluding the pores derived from NaCl (the cell wall of the pores 

derived from NaCl). The porosity of large pore is almost the same in any samples. 

The porosity of small pores increased with increasing Al content. In particular, In the 

case of Ni:Al = 1:3, porosity in the cell wall is higher by 13~15% than in the case of 

Ni:Al = 1:1 or 3:1. Thus, Ni:Al molar ratio is important parameter to control the 

porous structure of porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds. 

Fig. 3-15 Mean pore size of large pores derived from NaCl in various 

Ni:Al molar ratios. 
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Fig. 3-16 Image analysis of mean pore size and porosities in cell walls. 
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Fig. 3-17 Porosities of large pores derived from NaCl in various Ni:Al molar 

ratios. 

Fig. 3-18 Porosities in cell walls of small pores in various Ni:Al molar ratios. 
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3.4 Discussion  

In this study, effects of the volume fraction of NaCl and Ni:Al molar ratio on 

porous structure of pores formed by combustion synthesis reaction between Ni and Al 

together with NaCl (space holder) have been investigated.  

 

 

 

Fig. 3-19 Changes in the (a) mole fraction of liquidus NiAl and (b) adiabatic 

combustion temperature as a function of the volume fraction of NaCl. 
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First, the effect of NaCl volume fraction was investigated in the case of Ni:Al = 

1:1.When volume fraction of NaCl was in the range 0–60%, the reaction was 

complete and the NiAl single phase was obtained by sintering at 650 °C for 300 s (Fig. 

3-3). However, the reaction did not complete when the NaCl volume fraction was up 

to 80%. The reason for this phenomenon is related to adiabatic temperature (Tad), 

which was discussed in chapter 2. As shown in Fig. 3-19, the Tad in the case of VNaCl = 

80% was much lower than that for VNaCl = 0%–60% and the liquidus NiAl was 0 %. 

As a result, the combustion synthesis reaction did not finish. Therefore, one of the 

significances of this research is in determining the sintering conditions (650 °C, 

10,800 s) to obtain a highly porous NiAl single phase. On the other hand, as shown in 

Fig. 3-19 (a), the mole fraction of the liquid NiAl phase falls curvilinearly from 95.9% 

to 0% within the VNaCl range of 0–46.7%. The reason for this trend is that the volume 

fraction is used instead of the molar fraction of NaCl on the horizontal axis. As 

presented in Fig. 3-19(b), Tad decreased with increasing VNaCl because the reaction 

heat is also absorbed by NaCl space holder. When VNaCl is in the range of 0–46.7%, 

Tad becomes constant due to the latent heat caused by the melting of NiAl. When VNaCl 

is 20%, a part (69%) of the NiAl phase melts, but the solid phase (31%) also remains. 

Therefore, the pores in metallic cell walls were not crushed by the applied pressure 

and were connected by the flow of the Ni-Al melt to generate relatively large pores 

(Fig. 3-2). 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-20 SEM images of compacted precursors, intermediate products (sintered 

at around 500℃) and final products (sintered at around 650℃) in various Ni:Al 

molar ratios with a NaCl volume fraction of 80%. 
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  Next, the effect of Ni:Al molar ratio on porous structure was investigated together 

with the effect of NaCl volume fraction on porous structure of small pores formed by 

combustion synthesis reaction. 

All the porous Ni-Al samples possessed small pores in metallic cell walls 

surrounding large pores derived from NaCl space holders (Fig. 3-2, 3-7, 3-8). Space 

holder particles affected not only the large pores derived from space holders, but also 

the small pores derived from combustion synthesis reaction between Al and Ni. The 

size of small pores and porosity changed according to the volume fraction of NaCl. 

Furthermore, trends of change in the porosity and pore size with the NaCl amount 

were different depending on the Ni:Al molar ratio (Fig. 3-16). Also, NaCl does not 

react with Ni or Al. As mentioned in the previous chapter, NaCl acts as a heat 

absorber and affects the amount of liquidus phase, which is formed by reaction heat 

between Ni and Al [3-6]. As along with decreasing the volume fraction of NaCl, the 

formation and increment of liquid phase connect pores and increase pore size. 

However, in this study, pore size increased with increasing the NaCl volume fraction 

in the case of Ni:Al=1:3 and was almost constant in the case of Ni:Al=3:1. Hence, it 

is indicated that NaCl affects not only the amount of liquid phase. In this study, all the 

samples sintered at 650°C for 10800 s reached almost the equilibrium condition, 

which was independent of the amount of NaCl space holder and Ni:Al molar ratio. 

According to the result of chapter 2, the porosity and pore size were almost 

determined at 500°C just after the reaction occurred, and then were constant with 

sintering process proceeding. Figure 3-20 shows the SEM images of compacted 

precursors, intermediate products (sintered at around 500℃) and final products 

(sintered at around 650℃) respectively in various Ni:Al molar ratios. Small pores 

derived from combustion synthesis reaction didn‘t exist until the sintering temperature 

was risen up to 500
o
C, which is in accordance with the result obtained in Chapter 2. 

Therefore, the pore size and porosity of all the samples sintered at 500°C were 

investigated and the changing curves are shown in Figs. 3-21. Comparing Figs. 3-16 

with Figs. 3-21, trends of change in the pore size and porosity with the NaCl volume 

fraction are almost accordant although the values were little different. Hence, the 

changing tendency presented in Figs. 3-16 depends on porous structure right after the 

combustion synthesis reaction occurs. As a heat absorber, NaCl space holder is able to 

affect the constituting phases and the extent of reaction. Therefore, the constituting 

phases just after the reaction occurs were investigated by the RIR (Reference Intensity 

Ratio) method. Table 3-1 reveals the changing rate of true volume from metallic 

powder to intermetallic compounds by assuming that all the reactants are converted 

into final products. True volume shrinks from reactants to products through 

combustion synthesis reaction between Ni and Al, and shrinkage rate is highest when 

NiAl generates. Figure 3-22, 3-23 and 3-24 show the XRD data at sintering 

temperature of 500℃ (just after reaction occurring) with Ni:Al molar ratio of 1:3, 1:1, 

and 3:1 respectively. It is noted that there are usually a plenty of fluctuations in the 

XRD curve when XRD test is performed with sample soaked in cured resin. However, 

these fluctuations in the XRD curves are not capable to influence the analysis results 

in our study. Various constituting phases and different intensities of the constituting 
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phases indicate the different volume shrinkage rate in each condition. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-21 Change in (a) porosity and (b) mean size of small pores as a function 

of the volume fraction of NaCl of the samples sintered at 500°C. 
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Table 3-1. Changing rates of true volume from metallic powder to intermetallic 

compounds. 

Fig. 3-22 XRD profiles of Ni:Al=1:3 at sintering temperature of 500℃ 
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Fig. 3-23 XRD profiles of Ni:Al=1:1 at sintering temperature of 500℃ 

Fig. 3-24 XRD profiles of Ni:Al=3:1 at sintering temperature of 500℃. 
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Figs. 3-25 presents mole fractions of the constituting phases of the samples sintered 

at 500°C estimated by the RIR method using XRD profiles. When Ni:Al molar ratio 

was 3:1, there is no trend of change in constituting phases with the NaCl volume 

fraction. When Ni:Al molar ratio was 1:1, the mole fraction of NiAl phase, which is 

the final product in this condition, decreased with increasing the volume fraction of 

NaCl. This result means that the NaCl space holder particles inhibited the progress of 

the reaction. On the contrary, when the Ni:Al molar ratio was 1:3, NiAl3, which is the 

main phase in the equilibrium condition, increased with increasing the volume 

fraction of NaCl, meaning that NaCl space holder particles apparently promoted the 

progress of the reaction. Thus, trends of change in the constituting phase in each 

condition with the volume fraction of NaCl were different depending on Ni:Al molar 

ratios. Figs. 3-26 (a) shows change in average atomic volume as a function of Al 

concentration in Ni–Al binary system reported in the literatures [3-6, 3-7]. The broken 

line shows average atomic volume of Al+Ni mixture. The average atomic volume of 

all the Ni-Al intermetallic compounds is smaller than that of Al+Ni mixture at the 

same composition. The volume shrinks when Ni-Al intermetallic compounds are 

formed by combustion synthesis reactions between Al and Ni. Figs. 3-26 (b) shows 

shrinkage rate of average atomic volume in formation of Ni-Al compounds from 

Al+Ni mixture estimated from Figs. 3-26 (a). The volume shrinkage rate is the highest 

when NiAl is formed. When Al-rich Ni-Al intermetallic compounds (NiAl3, Ni2Al3) 

are formed, the shrinkage rates are lower. It is also well known that change in the 

average atomic size by phase transformation generates voids, pores, or cracks, which 

can highly affect the porous structures. Combining Figs. 3-26 (b) with Fig. 3-21, the 

shrinkage rates of cell walls just after reaction occurs were estimated and shown in 

Fig. 3-27. The change tendency of shrinkage rate along with the volume fraction of 

NaCl is almost in accordance with that of pore size and porosity shown in Figs. 3-21. 

Hence, shrinkage of metallic wall affects the formation and growth of the small pores 

derived from reaction.  

However, the magnitude relation of shrinkage rate is inconsistent with that of 

porosity and pore size shown in Figs. 3-21. For example, when the volume fraction of 

NaCl was 80%, porosity and pore size in the case of Ni:Al=1:3 are the largest but the 

shrinkage rate are not the largest. He et al. claimed that porosity and pore size of 

porous Ti-Al alloy sintered at a temperature of 650°C increased with raising Al 

content [3-8]. By sintering at a temperature close to the melting point of Al (660°C), 

the atomic diffusion rate of Al becomes faster than the atomic diffusion rate of Ti with 

a higher melting point than Al, resulting in the formation of Kirkendall voids at the 

place where Al originally existed. As a result, porosity increases with increasing Al 

content. It is considered that pores are easier to form as Al concentration increases as 

well as the case of Ni-Al binary system.  

Ohmi and Hayashi reported that Kirkendall voids are observed around lining 

microchannels produced by powder-metallurgical process using aluminum sacrificial 

cores [3-9]. As the concentration of Al increases, the probability that Al particles are 

adjacent to each other increases, so that the pores formed by the Kirkendall effect are 

also easy to connect, resulting in increasing in pore size. Thus, shrinkage in formation 
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of nickel aluminides and the Kirkendall effect changes porosity and size of small 

pores formed by combustion synthesis reaction between Al and Ni. However, the 

reason why the mole fraction of NiAl3 phase (equilibrium phase) increases with 

increasing the amount of NaCl (heat absorber) in the case of Ni:Al=1:3 shown in Figs. 

3-25 (c) remains unclear, and further investigation is going to be needed. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-25 Changes in molar fraction of constituting phases in the samples sintered 

at 500°C as a function of the volume fraction of NaCl in the cases of (a) 

Ni:Al=3:1, (b) Ni:Al=1:1, (c) Ni:Al=1:3. 
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Fig. 3-26 Change in (a) average atomic volume in Ni-Al binary system reported by 

M.Ellner et al. [3-6], and (b) shrinkage rate of average atomic volume by formation 

of Ni-Al intermetallic compounds from Ni+Al mixture as a function of Al 

concentration.  
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3.5 Summary 

  In this study, effects of NaCl volume fraction and Ni:Al molar ratio on porous 

structure of small pores in metallic cell walls derived from combustion synthesis 

reaction between Ni and Al were investigated. NaCl affected not only the large pores 

derived from NaCl, but also the small pores derived from reaction. NaCl affects the 

progress of reaction, constituting phases as well as the melting of product just after 

the reaction occurred. Shrinkage rates of average atomic volume from mixture of Ni 

and Al to Ni-Al intermetallic compounds vary by Al content, resulting in differences 

in shrinkage rate of metallic cell wall. Once the small pores are formed, they do not 

change much with increasing temperature. Size and porosity of small pores also 

increases with raising Al content due to the Kirkendall effect. In order to control the 

porosity and morphologies of the small pores, we need to select appropriate Al 

content and control the constituting phase just after the reaction occurs. 

 

 

Fig. 3-27 Changes in shrinkage rate of metallic wall in the samples sintered at 

500°C due to the formation of Ni-Al intermetallic compounds from Ni+Al 

mixture as a function of the volume fraction of NaCl.  
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Chapter 4. Investigation of mechanical properties 

4.1 Introduction 

 Porous metals possess several unique properties such as thermal insulation, ultra-low 

density, sound absorption, energy absorption, fluid permeability, and so on [4-1, 2]. 

Among all the mechanical properties, the impact energy absorption of porous metals 

is the most attractive property. Besides, plenty of investigations about compressive 

strength and absorption energy of porous metals have been done recently [4-3, 4, 5]. 

The intermetallic compounds which possess high stiffness strength and high 

corrosion/oxidation resistance have been considered as expectant candidates in 

applications of energy absorption. Particularly, Naoki Takata et al. [4-6] reported the 

compressive properties of porous Ti-Al intermetallic compounds, which have a 

significantly higher energy absorption capacity and efficiency than porous Al. Also, 

capability of energy absorption indicates the mechanical strength and protective 

capability of porous metals.  

The stress-strain curve of porous metals which could express the compressive 

properties are commonly used in evaluating mechanical properties. The characteristic 

of compressive deformation of porous metals is that the deformation of materials 

carries on with a constant compressive stress (plateau stress) in certain range (plateau 

region). The most important factors in this stress-strain curve are plateau region and 

plateau end strain (εend). Plateau region is the region with constant compressive stress 

which is named as plateau stress (σpl), and plateau end strain is defined as the 

termination boundary of the plateau region. Plateau stress is defined as the average 

stress of the nominal strain from 20% to 30% by JIS H7902. Plateau end strain can be 

expressed by follow equation: 

 

 𝜀𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 1 − 1.4 (
𝜌∗

𝜌s
)                (1) 

 

Where ρ* is the density of porous metal, and ρs is the density of matrix metal. The 

ratio of ρ* and ρs is defined as relative density of porous metals, which is correlated 

with the porosity. Value of plateau end strain is equal to the strain of 1.3 times of 

plateau stress.  

  In addition, yield stress of porous metals is correlated with relative density as well. 

The relationship is as below:  

 

                           
𝜎𝑦

∗

𝜎𝑦
= 𝐶 (

𝜌∗

𝜌𝑠
)
𝑛

                      (2) 

 

Where C is the coefficient of pore morphologies, n is the coefficient correlated with 

deformation pattern, σy
* 

is the yield stress of porous metal, and σy is the yield stress of 
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matrix metal. From equation (2) we understand that the morphologies of pores and 

relative density have effects on yield stress of porous metals. In the compressing 

process, the yield point which means the start of deformation is like a moment barrier 

to compressive stress. The energy absorption capacity and energy absorption 

efficiency are expressed by equation (3) and (4) respectively: 

                        

                                              (3) 

 

                                              (4) 

                              

Combining the equations of (3) and (4) with the stress-strain curve, we understand 

that high plateau end strain and flat plateau region are essential to obtain high energy 

absorption efficiency. Also, energy absorption efficiency is the directional evaluation 

of compressive properties.  

Moreover, the relationship between porosity and relative density can be expressed 

as follow:  

                           

                             𝜀 = 1 −
𝜌∗

𝜌𝑠
                    (5) 

 

The ε in equation (5) is porosity of porous metals. From the above equations, we 

know the parameter of porosity can affect the plateau end strain and yield stress, 

thereby, affect the compressive properties of materials indirectly. Therefore, 

controlling of matrix materials and pore structure can be used to achieve excellent 

compressive properties.  

  Normally, two forms of deformation exist in compression process of porous 

materials: plastic collapse and brittle crushing [4-7]. Porous metals which yield 

plastically would have a plastic collapse, when the moment on the cell wall exceeds 

the fully plastic moment. In the case of open-cell structure, the fully plastic moment 

(Mp) can be expressed as follow: 

 

                              =
1

4
    

3                   (6) 

 

Where the σys is the yield stress of matrix material, and t is the cell wall thickness, and 

the l represents side length of open-cell face. For open-cell structure as shown in Fig. 

1-8, the equation of ρ
*
/ρs∝(t/l)

2
 (ρ

*
is the density of porous material and ρs is the 

density of matrix material) is applicative. When the open-cell structure is applied a 

force F from top cell face to bottom cell face vertically, the plateau stress σpl
*
of this 

porous metal can be expressed as below: 
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𝜎 l
∗

𝜎s
= 𝐶1 (

𝜌∗

𝜌s
)
3 2⁄

                (7)    

 

Where σs is the yield strength of matrix material, and C1 is a factor depends on 

cell-wall structure which is reported that C1=0.3, when ρ
*
/ρs ≤ 0.3 [4-7]. In the case of 

brittle porous materials such as ceramics or several porous intermetallic compounds, 

brittle crushing happens when a moment on the open-cell wall exceeds: 

 

        =
1

4
   

3                         (8) 

 

Where the σf is bending strength of matrix material. Same way as above, we can 

obtain the crushing strength (σf
*
) of the brittle porous material:  

 

          
𝜎 
∗

𝜎 
= 𝐶2 (

𝜌∗

𝜌s
)
3 2⁄

                     (9) 

 

Because the brittleness, the precise data and result are difficult to obtain, and also 

compression tests on brittle porous materials are rare. Therefore, the reports about the 

value of factor C2 are uncertain. 

Porous metals absorb shock energy by deforming largely under almost constant 

stress (plateau stress) during plastic deformation (plateau region). Hence, it is also 

required that porous metals have high yield strength, high plateau end strain, and flat 

plateau region. On the other hand, intermetallic compounds like TiAl, NiAl, and 

Ni3Al have high stiffness strength, high melting points, high oxidation and corrosion 

resistance at high temperature, which indicate a number of applications in various 

harsh environments. Porous intermetallic compounds which have all the above 

properties, are expected as high-strength and stable functional materials in various 

applications mentioned before. Therefore, the compressive properties and the effects 

on compressive property of porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds are investigated 

for inspecting the capability on applications in the future. 

In this research, we have developed a powder metallurgical process to synthesize 

innovative hierarchical porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds by combination of 

combustion synthesis reaction with spacer method [4-8]. The porous Ni-Al 

intermetallic compounds which possess alluring prospects in applying in a number of 

fields, still need to be investigated on the mechanical property. In this study, 

investigations of compressive properties of porous Ni-Al compounds were performed. 

 

 

4.2 Experimental method 

Porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds for compressive test were fabricated by the 
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process introduced in chapter 2, and then compressive tests were carried out. The flow 

chart of this experimental process is shown in Fig. 4-1. First, the volume fractions of 

NaCl (VNaCl) in raw mixture were prepared in 60%. Then, the Ni and Al powders were 

blended in an atomic ratio of 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3 for further investigating the effects of 

Ni:Al molar ratio on porous structure of small pores derived by reaction. It is noted 

that fabrication conditions such as sintering temperature which result in single-phase 

and multiple-phase porous Ni-Al products respectively were adjusted for investigating 

the effects of constituting phases of matrix materials. After sintering, the samples 

were cooled in furnace to ambient temperature. Then, the specimens were soaked in 

pure water for 24 h to remove the NaCl space holder for the formation of large pores, 

which were replicated from space-holder NaCl. After removing the NaCl particles, the 

compressive tests were carried out. In order to evaluate the compressive property of 

porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds, a clindrical sample of a diameter of 20 mm 

and height of 20 mm with an overall porosity of approximately 70% (large porosity of 

60% and small porosity of 10%) was fabricated. Subsequently, the cellular structure 

was evaluated by the calculation method and sectional image analysis. In addition, for 

contrast, porous Al with a porosity of 70% was also fabricated by the spacer method 

with the same size and porosity. The compressive tests of porous Ni-Al samples and 

porous Al were carried out at an initial strain rate of 3.3×10-3 s-1 and 4.4×10-3 s-1 

respectively. The applied load was divided by the sectional area to estimate the 

nominal stress, and the measured displacement was divided by the height of the 

samples to estimate the nominal strain. 

 
Fig. 4-1 Process of fabricating porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds. 
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4.3 Results  

4.31 Comparison with porous Al 

  Figure 4-2 presents the nominal stress-strain curve of porous Ni-Al intermetallic 

compounds and Fig. 4-3 shows the compressive deformation behavior at strains 

indicated in Fig. 4-2. Total porosity (sum total of small pore and large pore) of these 

samples was approximately 70%. For comparison, two stress-strain curves (almost 

overlapped) of porous Al with porosity of approximately 70% is also presented. When 

the porous Al was compressed, flow stress in the plateau region increased slightly 

with increasing strain because of the strain hardening of Al. The plateau end strain, 

which is defined as the strain when the flow stress reaches 1.3 times the plateau stress 

[4-9], was approximately 36%. On the other hand, porous Ni3Al showed higher 

strength (initial maximum compressive stress was approximately 30 MPa). After 

initial maximum compressive stress, nominal stress decreased because of crack 

initiation (Fig. 4-3 (a-b)). Although the stress slightly increased, the stress decreases 

due to the initiation or propagation of cracks, resulting in relatively flat plateau region 

and plateau end strain larger than 60% respectively. The other porous Ni-Al 

intermetallic compounds (NiAl, NiAl3) exhibited similar compressive deformation 

behavior. The results of porous NiAl correspond well with compressive properties of 

porous NiAl using carbamide particles as a spacer reported by Wu et al [4-10]. Figure 

4-2 reveals that the plateau stress of Ni3Al is the highest in the porous Ni-Al 

intermetallic compounds. Two stress-strain curves of porous NiAl are shown in the 

figure. The initial maximum stress and plateau end strain are exhibited good 

reproducibility, but plateau stresses of two specimens are a little different due to 

brittle fracture. 

 

Fig. 4-2 Nominal stress-strain curves of Nickel Aluminides and Al with porosity of 

approximately 70%. 
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4.32 Comparison between single-phase and multiple-phase products 

  Figure 4-4 shows the nominal stress-strain curves of NiAl3 with porosity of 

approximately 70%. The curve in red color represents the porous product with 

single-phase matrix material (NiAl3), and the curves in ash black (three curves) 

represent the porous products with multiple-phase matrix materials (dominant phase is 

NiAl3). It is noted that absolute single-phase NiAl3 is impossible to be synthesized due 

to the narrow region of NiAl3 in equilibrium phase diagram of Ni-Al binary system. 

Therefore, the single-phase products told in the case of Ni:Al = 1:3 is an 

approximation of single-phase NiAl3. In the case of single-phase NiAl3, relatively 

good plateau region including initial yield stress (10.3 MPa), plateau stress (3.36 MPa) 

and plateau end strain (40%) was presented. However, in the case of multiple-phase 

products (dominant phase is NiAl3), there were almost no plateau regions could be 

obtained due to the lower strength and higher brittleness. 

   The nominal stress-strain curves of NiAl with porosity of approximately 70% are 

shown in Fig. 4-5. The curves in red colors represent the porous Ni-Al intermetallic 

Fig. 4-3 Compressive behavior of porous Ni-Al intermetallic compound in 

different compressive stages. 
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compounds with single-phase matrix material (NiAl), and the curve in black 

represents the porous Ni-Al intermetallic compound with multiple-phase matrix 

materials (dominant phase is NiAl). Both single-phase and multiple-phase specimens 

show obvious plateau regions. In particular, single-phase specimens show higher yield 

stress (approximately 30 MPa), higher plateau stress (approximately 15 MPa) and 

plateau end strain (approximately 60%) than those of multiple-phase specimen (yield 

stress≈13 MPa, higher plateau stress≈4 MPa, plateau end strain≈40%). It is 

indicated a better compressive property when the matrix material is single-phase 

NiAl. 

  Likewise Fig. 4-6 presents the nominal stress-strain curves of Ni3Al with porosity 

of approximately 70%. The curve drawn in red represents the product with 

single-phase matrix material (Ni3Al), and the curves drawn in ash black colors (three 

curves) represent the products with multiple-phase matrix materials (dominant phase 

is Ni3Al). Also, comparing with the case of multiple-phase matrix material, higher 

plateau stress (approximately 20 MPa) and plateau end strain (approximately 63%) is 

shown in the case of single-phase matrix material.  

  Therefore, higher initial yield stress and better compressive properties including 

higher plateau end strain and ideal plateau region are acquired by converting matrix 

material into single phase in this study.  

 

 

 

Fig. 4-4 Nominal stress-strain curves of NiAl
3 

with porosity of approximately 70%. 
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Fig. 4-5 Nominal stress-strain curves of NiAl with porosity of approximately 70%. 

Fig. 4-6 Nominal stress-strain curves of Ni
3
Al with porosity of approximately 

70%. 
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4.4 Discussion 

4.41 Comparison with porous Al 

Comparing with porous Al, Porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds fabricated in 

this research exhibited higher plateau end strain, and relatively flatter plateau region 

(Fig. 4-2). When porous Al (a porous material composed of ductile metal) is 

compressed, it is inevitable that the plateau region shows a slope. This is because 

strain hardening of Al is generated by bending deformation of the metallic cell wall. 

On the other hand, in the porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds (a porous material 

composed of brittle metal without plastic deformation), the deformation progresses 

while repeating local fracture, resulting in a relatively flatter plateau region than that 

of porous Al. In order to fabricate a porous material as a high-performance shock 

absorbing material, a brittleness of intermetallic compounds can be effectively 

utilized. Takata et al. reported that porous Ti3Al fabricated through a reactive process 

with NaCl space holder exhibited high plateau stress (approximately 100 MPa) and 

high plateau end strain (over 50%) [4-6]. On the other hand, the porous Ni-Al 

intermetallic compounds which are composed of intermetallic compounds exhibited 

unstable plateau region and plateau stress due to their brittleness (Fig. 4-2). Therefore, 

combining brittle materials with ductile materials could be applied to obtain stable 

and flat plateau region in the future. 

 

 

4.42 Comparison between single-phase and multiple-phase products 

  Obviously higher initial yield stress was shown up in the case of Ni:Al = 1:3 and 

Ni:Al = 1:1 when constituting phase was single. Besides, distinctly higher plateau end 

strains were also presented in both three cases when constituting phase was single 

phase. It is indicated a superior mechanical strength of single-phase matrix materials 

compared to that of multiple-phase matrix materials. As known, comparing with 

single-phase materials, phase interfaces (interfaces between different phases) largely 

exist in multiple-phase materials. Therefore, high interfacial energy (γ) of phase 

interfaces is brought in the multiple-phase material, which is much larger than that in 

single-phase material. The free energy of system (G) could be expressed by follow 

equation: 

 

 𝐺 = 𝐺0 + 𝐴𝛾                     (10) 

 

Where G0 is the free energy of system by assuming that all the parts inside this system 

have no interfaces and possess properties of agglomerate, A is the area of interfaces of 
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this system [4-11]. On the other hand, free energy of system highly affects the 

stability of this system by affecting the strain energy, which is presented as the 

mechanical strength of materials at the macro level. Also, interfacial energy of phase 

interfaces decreases the strain energy, resulting in lower mechanical strength of 

materials. Moreover, brittleness of multiple-phase materials increases obviously while 

the grains of one phase randomly disperse into the grain boundaries of other phases. 

Multiple-phase structure influences the mechanical properties of materials by 

increasing total interface energy inside the materials, resulting in higher brittleness or 

lower strength. Therefore, promoting the degree of single-phase transformation by 

controlling fabricating process could enhance the mechanical properties of porous 

Ni-Al intermetallic compounds in this research.    

 

 

4.5 Summary  

The fabricated porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds exhibited higher plateau end 

strain, relatively flatter plateau region and higher initial yield stress than those of 

porous Al. Porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds show a superior mechanical 

strength, and also can be effectively utilized in various applications including shock 

absorbers. 

Moreover, comparing to porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds with 

multiple-phase matrix, the porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds with single-phase 

matrix exhibited higher initial yield strength and longer plateau end strain. It is 

suggesting that higher mechanical strength and stability for applications could be 

acquired when the matrix materials are single-phase structure. Therefore, higher 

mechanical strength and stability for applications could be realized by increasing the 

degree of single-phase transformation in final products. 
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Chapter.5 Investigation of fluid permeability  

5.1 Introduction  

As introduced in first chapter, the motivation of this study is to improve the flow 

permeability of porous metals, so that applications of porous metals on catalytic, heat 

management, environment protection and fuel cells can be realized or optimized.  

 

 

 

 

 

According to the Darcy Law which was proposed through the specific experiment 

by Darcy in 1865, and the equation of this law could be expressed as follow: 

 

 𝑞𝑣 =
𝐾

𝜂
𝐴
Δ𝑝

𝐻
                              (1) 

 

Where A (m
2
) is the cross-sectional area of porous material, H (m) is the thickness 

which the liquid flows through, qv (m
3
/s) is the volume rate of flowing through 

Newtonian fluid, η (Pa• s) is the dynamic viscosity of work liquid, p (Pa) is the 

pressure drop from inflow to outflow of work liquid, and K is the specific 

permeability. The above-mentioned permeability (K) depends not on the properties of 

work liquid but the porous structure of materials. Permeabilities of common porous 

materials in nature were measured through experiments, and shown in Table 5-1 [5-1]. 

Table 5-1 Permeabilities of common porous materials in nature [5.1] 
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According to the categories of porous materials, various mathematical models were 

established for predicting the permeability of porous materials [5-2]. Among the 

mathematical models, the Carman-Kozeny model is the most famous one and 

appropriate for the porous materials composed of fibers or powders. The 

Carman-Kozeny equation is shown below [5-1]: 

 

                               𝐾 =
𝑑𝑝 
2 𝜙3

180(1−𝜙)2
                     (2) 

 

Where dp is the effective mean diameter of particles constituting the cell walls of 

porous material, and  is the porosity of porous material. It is noted that effective 

mean diameter of particle size has a positive correlation with the effective mean 

diameter of pores inside porous materials. It could be inferred from Carman-Kozeny 

equation that permeability of porous material is positively correlated with the mean 

diameter of pores. However, in practical terms, the interconnection of pores affects 

permeability of porous material obviously. This is because the interconnection of 

pores inside materials provides the channels for transporting flow, which is considered 

as the root of flow permeability. Besides, the interconnection of pores also determines 

the effective pore size or quantity of effective pores which are contributing to flow 

transmission, and thereby determines the flow permeability. 

Therefore, we focused on increasing the degree of interconnection of pores, so that 

flow permeability could be enhanced fundamentally. In this study, we utilized 

combustion synthesis reaction between Ni and Al to generate small pores in cell walls 

of pores derived from NaCl, resulting in improvement of interconnection of pores 

derived from NaCl and thereby increasing the flow permeability of porous metals. 

And the effect of porosity of small pores in metallic cell walls derived from 

combustion synthesis reaction between Ni and Al on permeability was also 

investigated. 

 

 

5.2 Experimental method  

Porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds for permeability test were fabricated by the 

developed method in this study using the same raw powders (Ni:1μm, Al: 2μm, NaCl: 

3050μm, 60 Vol%). The porous Ni-Al samples with Ni:Al molar ratios of 1:1 and 

3:1 were prepared in order to obtain different porosity in metallic cell walls, so that 

the effects of porosity of small pores derived from combustion synthesis reaction 

between Ni and Al on permeability could be also investigated simultaneously. The 

whole process is shown in Fig. 5-1.  
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First, powder mixture of Ni, Al and NaCl was prepared. The Ni:Al molar ratios in 

powder mixture were 1:1 and 3:1 respectively in order to obtain different porous 

structure. Next, porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds were fabricated by sintering 

process and space-holder removal (Fig. 5-2). Subsequently, the fabricated porous 

samples were set up into a vacuum device (Fig. 5-3 (b)) for the work liquid (called 

Porofil and shown in Fig. 5-3 (a)) inflowing and filling up the pores inside the 

samples. It is noted that Porofil is a sort of liquid which has a high wettability and 

contact angle is nearly 0
o
. After infusing porous Ni-Al samples with Poofil, 

permeability test was carried out by utilizing the Capillary force/ permeability testing 

device (Fig. 5-3 (c)). Inside the permeability-test instrument, nitrogen gas was 

injected into the porous Ni-Al intermetallic sample which was filled with the Porofil 

liquid, and then the nitrogen flow pushed out the filled porofil from porous Ni-Al 

sample, followed by forming a nitrogen gas flow through the entire sample (wet-type 

test). The gas flow running through the porous Ni-Al sample was measured in this 

capillary force/ permeability testing device (Fig. 5-3 (c)). Also, nitrogen gas flow of 

porous Ni-Al sample without Porofil inside was measured using the capillary force/ 

permeability testing device (dry-type test). Hence, the curve which shows N2 gas flow 

as a function of N2 gas pressure could be obtained by utilizing the capillary force/ 

permeability testing device. It is noted that Porofil is held by the capillary force (P) of 

the pores inside the materials, and the capillary force (P) is expressed by follow 

equation: 

Fig.5-1 Process of permeability test 
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 𝑃 =
2𝛾 co 𝜃

𝑟
• 𝑆                          (3) 

 

Where r is the radius of pores, γ is the surface tension of Porofil, θ is the contact angle 

between Porofil and material, and S is the shape factor of pores. As mentioned before, 

Porofil is a kind of liquid which has an extremely high wettability so that the contact 

angle (θ) is approximately 0
o
. Moreover, the surface tension of Porofil is 1.6 N/m, and 

the shape factor (S) of pores in our case is approximately 1. Therefore, the equation (3) 

could be converted into the equation as bellow: 

 

                                 𝑑 ≈
6.4

𝑃
                         (4) 

 

Where d is the diameter of pores. Hence, the curve showing the gas flow as a function 

of pore size could be acquired instead of the gas flow as a function of pressure. Also, 

both cumulative frequency (CFn) and differential frequency (DFn) could be calculated 

from the gas flow of wet-type test and dry-type test to replace the gas flow in the 

former curve. Cumulative frequency (CFn) is obtained by follow equation: 

 

𝐶𝐹𝑛 =
𝑄𝑛(Wet)

𝑄𝑛(Dr )
· 100                        (5) 

 

Where Qn(Wet) and Qn(Dry) are the N2 gas flow of wet-type test and dry-type test 

respectively. Also, differential frequency (DFn) could be calculated by follow 

equation: 

 

 𝐷𝐹𝑛 =
𝐶𝐹𝑛+1−𝐶𝐹𝑛−1

2
                     (6) 

 

 As a result, not only flow permeability but also the pore size distribution of the pores 

which are contributing to the flow permeability could be measured. Moreover, the 

permeability of porous Ni-Al samples could be estimated by the follow equation 

which are converted from equation (1): 

 

                            𝐾 = 𝜂 ∙
𝑄(Dr )

 𝑃
∙
𝐻

 
                     (7) 

 

Where Q(Dry) is the volume rate of flow in the case of dry test as shown in Fig. 5-4 

and 5-5. It is noted that Q(Dry)/∆P is equal to the slope of approximate straight line of 

the dry-type plot presented in Fig. 5-4 and 5-5, and the dynamic viscosity (η) of 

1.79×10
-5

 Pa・s was utilized for estimating the permeability.    
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Fig. 5-2 Appearances of the representative sintered samples for permeability test. 

Fig. 5-3 Appearances of the Porofil (a), vacuum device (b) and capillary  

force/ permeability testing device. 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Size distribution of pores contributing to permeability 

  The relationship between pressure and gas flow of Ni:Al = 3:1 and Ni:Al = 1:1 are 

shown in Fig. 5-4 and Fig. 5-5 respectively. In the dry-type test, the gas flow increases 

almost linearly with increasing the pressure of N2 due to the constant channels for 

transferring gas flow. However, the pressure-flow curve in case of wet-type test is 

different from that in case of dry-type test. In the case of wet-type test, the gas flow 

did not increase and remain 0 m
3
•s

-1 
with increasing gas pressure until the pressure 

reached a certain point, followed by the almost linear increasing of gas flow with 

increasing the pressure of N2 in the case of wet-type test. In initial stage of wet-type 

test, the Porofil filling up the pores existed and occupied the porous channel for 

passing into gas flow until the gas pressure rose above the value of capillary force, 

which resulted in the initial invariability of gas flow with increasing the gas pressure. 

From Fig. 5-4 and 5-5, it could be seen that the gas flow of wet-type test is lower than 

that of dry-type test before the Porofil is drained out of porous Ni-Al samples. After 

draining the Porofil, the gas flows of dry-type test and wet-type test tend to be 

consistent due to the totally same porous channels. In Fig. 5-4 and 5-5, the equation (4) 

could be utilized to convert the horizontal axis from pressure (P) into pore size (d), 

and equation (5) and (6) could be utilized to convert the vertical axis from gas flow (Q) 

into cumulative frequency (CFn) and differential frequency (DFn) respectively. 

Therefore, Fig. 5-6 and 5-7 are obtained from the conversion of Fig. 5-4 and 5-5. It is 

noted that the pore size (d) on horizontal axis represents the size of pores which are 

contributing to the flow permeability only. In other words, cumulative frequency (CFn) 

indicates the distribution range of pores and differential frequency (DFn) indicates the 

specific size distribution in the range indirectly. In the case of Ni:Al=3:1, the pores 

contributing to the flow permeability are mostly distributed in the range of 0.38∼ 

2.7µm, and the mean size of pores contributing to the flow permeability is 

approximately 1.7µm. On the other hand, the pores contributing to the flow 

permeability are mostly distributed in the range of 0.2∼ 1.6µm, and the mean size of 

pores contributing to the flow permeability is approximately 1.2µm in the case of 

Ni:Al=1:1. Moreover, the relative density are 0.26 and 0.32 respectively in the case of 

Ni:Al=3:1 and Ni:Al=1:1. 
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Fig. 5-4 Relationship between pressure and gas flow of N
2
 (case of Ni

3
Al).  

Fig. 5-5 Relationship between pressure and gas flow of N
2
 (case of NiAl).  
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Fig. 5-6 Pore size distribution and relationship between pore size and flow 

permeability (the case of Ni
3
Al). 

Fig. 5-7 Pore size distribution and relationship between pore size and flow 

permeability (the case of NiAl). 
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5.3.2 Optimization on permeability  

  The parameters of porous NiAl and porous Ni3Al used for measuring in this study 

are shown in Table 5-2. The permeability of porous Ni-Al samples in this study is 

estimated from Fig. 5-4 and 5-5 by using equation (1) (Darcy equation). As known, 

the permeability is correlated to the conditions of porous materials like porous 

structures or matrix materials, but not dependent on the variety of fluids. Therefore, 

the permeability of gas flow is capable to be considered as the normal fluid 

permeability in the porous Ni-Al samples. The difference in overall porosity between 

the porous NiAl and porous Ni3Al is considered as the difference in small-pore 

porosity in cell walls because the volume fraction and size of added NaCl are the 

same. Similarly, the mean pore sizes of large pores are considered as approximately 

equal in porous NiAl and porous Ni3Al (≈40μm), and this value is also utilized for 

estimating the normalized permeability which is estimated through the pore 

equivalent diameter squared. 

 

 

 

 

 

Three sets of data on flow permeability are presented in Fig. 5-8. The first set is the 

data of the porous Ni-Al samples which were fabricated in this study. The second set 

is the data of porous Al fabricated by common space holder method and the third set 

is the data of general open-cell foams which are not fabricated by space holder 

method. The latter two sets of data on permeability are referenced from the previous 

studies [5-3, 4]. The normalized permeability which is estimated through the pore 

equivalent diameter squared is utilized in vertical axis of Fig. 5-8.  

Table 5-2 Parameters of porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds. 
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The permeability of porous Al which are prepared by common space holder method 

is approximately two orders of magnitude lower than that of general open-cell foams 

which are not fabricated by space holder method. However, the permeability of 

porous materials which are fabricated by space holder method is significantly 

enhanced with an order of magnitude by combining with combustion synthesis 

reaction in this study. Therefore, combining combustion synthesis reaction with space 

holder method was experimentally confirmed highly effective on improving the fluid 

permeability of porous metals which are fabricated by space holder method in this 

study.  

 

 

5.4 Discussion  

5.4.1 Size distribution of pores contributing to permeability 

According to the results of size distribution shown in Fig. 5-6 and 5-7 

(approximately in the range of 3μm and below), we could tell that the size of pores 

     Fig. 5-8 Relationships between relative density and permeability. 
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which are correlated with flow penetration directly is much smaller than that of space 

holder (NaCl: 3050μm). This is considered as the result of inadequate contact 

between NaCl particles. Figure 5-9 presents the schematic diagram of the trim pore 

size which is contributing to the flow penetration. It is illustrating that the contact area 

between NaCl particles is much smaller than the sectional area of NaCl particles.  

The contact area between NaCl particles inside porous Ni-Al sample is mainly 

dependent on the volume fraction of NaCl. On the other hand, the contact between 

solids like NaCl particles commonly takes up very small area considering the contact 

angle. The contact area between two NaCl particles decides the size of pores which is 

virtually playing roles in flow penetration. As known, the pores playing roles in flow 

penetration are considered as the pores which are contributing to fluid permeability in 

this research. Therefore, the contact area is considered as the section of pores which is 

contributing to fluid permeability in this permeability test, resulting in a much smaller 

result on size distribution.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5-9 Schematic diagram of the trim pore sizes which are contributing to the 

flow penetration. 
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5.4.2 Optimization on permeability 

As mentioned in last section, it is known that the contact between the pores derived 

from NaCl is inadequate when the volume fraction of NaCl is not high enough. Hence, 

the flow paths of fluid are not plenty for achieving a high fluid permeability in the 

case of onefold space holder method. In order to increase flow paths inside porous 

metals thereby enhancing the fluid permeability, increasing the contact area between 

space-holder particles has become our basic strategy. 

In this study, fluid permeability of porous metals which are fabricated by onefold 

space holder method is enhanced substantially by bringing bi-modal porous structure 

in our study. Figure 5-10 presents the schematic diagram of ideal flow pass in the case 

of combining space holder method with combustion synthesis reaction. The 

large-scale pores generated by NaCl (space holder) particles indeed play a major role 

in fluid flow, and the small-scale pores generated by Ni-Al combustion synthesis 

reaction also play a role of enhancing this flow pass through better contact or 

connection between large-scale pores.      

 

Fig. 5-10 Schematic diagram of ideal flow pass in the case of combining space 

holder method with combustion synthesis reaction.   
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5.5 Summary  

Through the results of size distribution of pores which contribute to fluid 

permeability, the poor contact and poor connection between pores generated by NaCl 

are revealed. And the poor contact and connection between pores were considered as 

the reason of low fluid permeability derived from space holder method. Therefore, 

combustion synthesis reaction was utilized for raising the contact area and connection 

path between pores derived from space holder. In this study, the porous Ni-Al samples 

fabricated by combining space holder method and combustion synthesis reaction 

possess approximately an order of magnitude higher fluid permeability than the 

porous metals fabricated by onefold space holder method. Also, the fluid permeability 

increases with increasing the porosity of pores in metallic cell walls. In a word, this 

significant improvement on fluid permeability indicates more extensive applications 

or more effective uses of porous metals as functional porous materials.  
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Chapter 6. Summary 

 

The motivation of this research is derived from the reflections on the hot issues 

today such as energy problem and environmental problem. As aforementioned in 

Chapter 1, the applications of porous metals highly relate to the fields of catalytic & 

filter (e.g. porous framework), thermal management (e.g. porous wick of Loop Heat 

Pipe) and electrochemistry (e.g. porous anode), which are tightly knitted with the 

energy and environment issues. Hence, the research on porous metals is expected on 

promoting the developments of the above fields. However, there were still various 

issues to be resolved. For example, the improvement on fluid permeability which is 

significantly impacting the functional properties has become the hot issues, and also a 

number of technologies on manufacturing were reported. Particularly, the 

space-holder method has attracted intense attention recent years due to the 

controllable porous structure, simple procedure and low cost. The porous metals 

fabricated by space-holder method were not presenting a satisfactory fluid 

permeability yet. In other word, there was still not a manufacturing technology that 

could fabricate controllable porous structure with ideal fluid permeability. Therefore, 

the goal of this research became clear that developing a manufacturing technology of 

porous metals with both controllable porous structure and good fluid permeability. In 

this research, space holder method was utilized due to the good porous structural 

controllability. On the basis of space holder method, combustion synthesis reaction 

was brought for generating more contact channels between pores fabricated by 

space-holder method to achieve the highly controllable porous structure as well as 

high fluid permeability.  

In chapter 1, the backup and purpose were mainly introduced. The fluid 

permeability which are significantly impacting the functional properties have become 

the hot topics, and also a number of manufacturing technologies such as sintering 

method, slurry method and investment cast method are reported. However, the space 

holder method has attracted intense attention recent years due to the highly 

controllable porous structure, simple procedure and low cost. Furthermore, the porous 

metals fabricated by the space holder method have not presented a satisfactory fluid 

permeability yet. In other word, there was still no manufacturing technology that 

could fabricate highly controllable porous structure with ideal fluid permeability. 

Therefore, the goal of this research is clear that developing a manufacturing 

technology of porous metals with both highly controllable porous structure and high 

fluid permeability. In this research, space-holder method was utilized due to the 

excellent porous structural controllability. On the basis of space holder method, 

combustion synthesis reaction was brought for generating small pores between the 

large pores fabricated by space-holder method to achieve the high fluid permeability 

simultaneously.  

In chapter 2, the combination of space-holder method and combustion synthesis 

reaction between Ni and Al was carried out, and porous Ni-Al intermetallic 
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compounds with hierarchical porous structure were successfully fabricated. This 

hierarchical porous structure was composed of small-scale pores derived from 

combustion synthesis reaction (between Ni and Al) and large-scale pores derived from 

space holders (NaCl particles) method. Small-scale pores derived from combustion 

synthesis reaction in metallic cell walls could not be formed without adding NaCl 

(space holder). This is because the melt caused by high reaction temperature which is 

positively related to the adiabatic temperature of combustion synthesis reaction exists 

during the process. It is suggesting that the NaCl particles are used not only for 

generating the large-scale pores but also for absorbing heat from combustion 

synthesis reaction between Ni and Al to avoid melt during reaction, thereby forming 

small-scale pores in metallic walls. Hence, the necessity of combining space-holder 

method with combustion synthesis reaction for generating this hierarchical porous 

structure was also proved in this chapter. 

In chapter 3, the effects of NaCl addition and Ni:Al molar ratio on porous 

structure were investigated, then the strategy of controlling porous structure was 

acquired. The porous structure of large pores derived from NaCl is simple to control 

by adjusting the use of NaCl, and then controlling the porous structure of small pores 

derived from combustion synthesis reaction became the crucial subject in this 

research. As aforementioned in Chapter 2, NaCl not only affects the large pores 

derived from NaCl, but also affects the small pores derived from combustion 

synthesis reaction. The constituting phases and melting of intermediate product just 

after the reaction occurred are affected by NaCl and the molar ratio of Ni:Al in raw 

mixture. This is because shrinkage rates of average atomic volume from the mixture 

of nickel and aluminum to the intermediate Ni-Al intermetallic compounds vary with 

varying Al content and NaCl addition in raw mixture. As known, different shrinkage 

rates of metallic cell wall in intermediate Ni-Al intermetallic compounds results in 

different structures of small pores surrounded by metallic cell walls. In addition, size 

and porosity of small pores also increase with raising Al content due to the Kirkendall 

effect. In order to control the porosity and morphologies of the pores in cell walls, it is 

necessary to select appropriate Al content in raw mixture and control the constituting 

phase just after the reaction occurs.  

The mechanical property of porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds was 

investigated in chapter 4. The results showed us a significant enhancement on 

mechanical property through combining space-holder method with combustion 

synthesis reaction. Comparing to porous Al, the mechanical strength of porous Ni-Al 

intermetallic is increased as well as the corrosion and oxidation resistance at high 

temperature. Comparing to multiple-phase matrix, the porous Ni-Al intermetallic 

compounds with single-phase matrix exhibited higher initial yield strength and longer 

plateau end strain. This is because multiple-phase structure influences the mechanical 

properties of materials by increasing total interface energy inside the materials, 

resulting in higher brittleness and lower strength of materials. It is suggesting that 

higher mechanical strength and stability for applications could be acquired when the 

matrix materials are single-phase substance. On the basis of reliable strength, other 

improvements of porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds on functional properties are 
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considered to be more meaningful on applications as well. 

In chapter 5, the fluid permeability was investigated. In terms of fluid 

permeability, the poor contact and poor connection between pores result in the low 

fluid permeability of porous metals fabricated by space holder method. In this 

research, we improved the contact and connection between pores generated by space 

holders, thereby improving the fluid permeability significantly. The small pores 

derived from Ni-Al combustion synthesis reaction were formed in the metallic cell 

walls, and then contributed to enhancing the contact and connection between the large 

pores generated by space holders. As a result, the fabricated porous Ni-Al 

intermetallic compounds possess approximately an order of magnitude higher fluid 

permeability than the porous metals fabricated by traditional onefold space holder 

method. And we also revealed that the fluid permeability increases with increasing the 

porosity of small pores in metallic cell walls. Hence, manufacturing technology that 

could fabricate highly controllable porous structure with excellent fluid permeability 

and reliable strength is developed through combination of space-holder method and 

combustion synthesis reaction. Porous metals could be expected to play decisive roles 

in some fields such as energy and environment in the near future, so the study on 

specific applications is imperative to continue.   

Taken together, manufacturing technology of fabricating porous Ni-Al 

intermetallic compounds is developed through the combination of space-holder 

method and combustion synthesis reaction. This manufacturing technology shows us 

a possibility to fabricate porous metals which have controllable porous structure, 

higher fluid permeability and better mechanical properties. Comparing to traditional 

metallic materials, intermetallic compounds commonly exhibit higher corrosion 

resistance, higher thermal stability and higher mechanical strength. Moreover, porous 

metals with bi-scale pores (hierarchical porous structure) are showing a higher fluid 

permeability than that of porous metals with mono-scale pores. Through this 

manufacturing technology, the follow strategy of fabricating porous metals with 

higher permeability and strength was acquired: 1) In the term of matrix metal, 

intermetallic compounds with single-phase structure are superior; 2) in the term of 

porous structure, hierarchical structure with bi-scale pores is preferred. Since the 

fabricated porous Ni-Al intermetallic compounds are expected to play decisive roles 

in a number of fields such as energy and environment, the study on specific 

applications is imperative to continue in the future. 
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